Hi,
This is Robert Bohl, designer and
writer of Misspent Youth, the
game you’re reading now.
Here’s the deal: I’ve stolen from
myself so you don’t have to.
However, if you like the game,
and want to get a PDF that
doesn’t make your eyes bleed,
check out misspentyouthgame.com
for information on how to buy a
screen-friendly PDF or the paper
version of this layout. You’ll be
glad you did.
Hope you enjoy my game. Expect
you to stand up to Authority.
— Rob
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Introduction

Welcome to Misspent
Youth.
This is a fucking awes
ome game.
You’re gonna have fun
with it. So
much fun you’ll wonder
why it’s
not illegal.
Misspent Youth is a
science
fiction game about fr
iendship
and rebellion. It’s a
roleplaying
game, which means you
create a
world, pretend to be
people you’re
not, and create a stor
y in real
time as you play the
game.
The protagonist in th
e stories
you make is called a
Youthful
Offender (YO), and is
a heroic
kid between 12 and 17
years
old who won’t put up
with being
oppressed. The antago
nist is
called The Authorit
y, the force
that’s fucking up your
world
and making it a shitty

place
to live. You or one of
your
friends plays The Auth
ority and
everyone else plays a
single YO.

The Greatest Enemy
of Truth

e a shit
create protagonists you giv
A good antagonist helps you
n. Create that
lai
vil
the
o
int
buy
to
about, so everyone needs
of the game.
— as a group at the start
bad guy — The Authority
world you’re
the
t
ity, figure out wha
After you create The Author
brainstorm
and
er,
eth
tog
YOs
r
you
ds
in is like, decide what hol
a bunch of character ideas.

The Authority

play
a of the world you want to
You may already have an ide
you
if
d
han
ore
bef
to discuss that
in, and you can feel free
in making
e
tak
to
ng
goi
’re
you
step
want. However, the first
to play the
iding who’s going to get
your ideas concrete is dec
hority player
Aut
The
.
ity
hor
Aut
The
baddie. This person is
ble for
ing the kids, is responsi
roleplays whatever’s oppress
e. It’s
dic
ow
thr
to
s when you get
starting scenes, and decide
play the
to
fun
of
lot
a
of
l
hel
a big job, but it’s also a
term “The
may notice that I use the
villain. By the way, you
her character. You’ll
and
yer
pla
the
to
h
bot
Authority” to refer
context.
ch I’m talking about from
be able to figure out whi
s freedom
er and control. It attack
The Authority is about pow
ortant
imp
most
The
e.
lov
YOs
the
and joy and hates whatever
thing
some
e
mak
to
is
The Authority
thing when coming up with
sitting
ple
peo
the
s,
yer
pla
the
—
that’s going to make you
things
s. Brainstorm a list of the
around the table — furiou
s knot up with
gut
r
you
e
mak
t
tha
do
s
that real-life bullie
deciding
list in mind when you’re
impotent fury. Keep this
s an
pose
pro
one
like. If some
what The Authority will be
t doesn’t
tha
one
ut,
abo
k
fuc
a
e
giv
Authority that you don’t
say
claw and bite and fight,
make you want to spit and
hority.
Aut
The
g
yin
pla
’re
you
if
so. This is true even
rate on. Not
want The Authority to ope
Keep in mind the scale you
pretty cool
be
an entire planet. It can
every oppressor controls
erful
pow
e
mor
ng
thi
some
m
hide fro
if The Authority needs to
ion that
zat
ani
org
t
y do an omnipoten
than itself. You can totall
ity can also
hor
Aut
the
but
es,
liv
’
rules every part of the YOs
an apparentlyon the run from the law,
be a criminal enterprise
dirty unit in
a
to cover its ass, or
legitimate company that has
the local police force.
choosing
hority, you’re going to be
In order to create The Aut
ity you
hor
Aut
The
e
rib
desc
probably
stuff from lists. You can
only
but
,
list
n one option on the
have in mind with more tha
it might be
le
whi
e,
mpl
exa
For
.
ut
abo
pick the one it’s really
matters
you gotta choose which one
greedy and driven by fear,
n.
tio
most to you as a motiva

laid out
exactly the order I have
You don’t have to follow
p anything
ski
to
e
fre
l
Fee
.
ity
hor
below for creating The Aut
later. When
it
to
k
bac
e
com
away and
you can’t decide on right

Sadism: A sadistic Aut
hority
gets off on causing pai
n:
physical, psychologica
l, or both.
* Utopianism: A Uto
pian
Authority thinks it kno
ws what’s
best for you and it rea
lly
believes whatever fuc
kedup scheme it has will
make
the world a better pla
ce.
*

the process is over, rea
d what
you’ve got out loud. You
may decide
to change some of you
r earlier
choices so they work
better with
what your concepts of
The Authority
and the world have bec
ome.
Record the choices you
make
while creating The Aut
hority
on the Dystopia she
et, which
you can find in the bac
k of the
book (p. 88) and on
the website
(misspentyouthgame.co
m).

Victim
The Victim is whatev
er The
Authority is killing,
consuming,
ruining, perverting,
or feeding on.

The Authority has a:
* Name
* Description
* Vice
* Victim
* Visage
* Need

Choose one of the fol
lowing:

Freedom: Freedom of
choice, speech, religi
on,
the press, movement:
all of
these things and more
are
anathema to The Author
ity.
* History: This is
the kind of
Authority who publishes
history
books that say Americ
a was this
big empty wasteland wai
ting for
white people to come
and build
strip malls.
* Humanity: It chews
up people
somehow: kills them,
shreds
their sanity, enslaves
them, and
so on.
* Nature: The Author
ity commits
crimes against nature
, the
world, animals, plants
,
and natural processes.
* Progress: They wan
t to stop
technology from getting
out of
their hands or preven
t social
change. Maybe the wro
ng people
are getting away with
kissing
each other, or The Aut
hority is
wigged out that people
are able
to edit their own gen
es.
*

Name and
description
The name is the name
— duh — of
The Authority and the
description
is just a sentence or
two about
what this thing is. Thi
s comes first
on the Dystopia sheet
for ease of
reference during play,
but you’ll
probably end up The Aut
hority
later, once you know
it better.

Vice
The Authority’s Vice
is its
underlying motivation.
What’s at
the root of all the fuc
ked-up shit
it does?

Visage

Choose one of the fol
lowing:

Absolutism: The Author
ity
knows the way things
ought to
be done and it can’t
fucking
stand for anything to
be even
the slightest bit out
of place.
It’s driven by an obs
essivecompulsive need for its
rules to
be followed exactly.
The exact
nature of these rules
is far less
important to it.
* Fear: Most bullies
do what they
do because they’re afr
aid of
other people having pow
er over
them. The Authority is
full of
bluster, but at its bas
e it’s
just a scared little kid
.
* Greed: The Author
ity is driven
by an insatiable hunger
that
it can’t deny. Most of
the time
it’s out for money but
it could
be obsessed with power,
sex, or
anything else you can
think of.

The Visage is the for
m The
Authority takes. The
face it wears
tells you what you nee
d to do to
attack it directly.

*

Choose one of the fol
lowing:
*

*

Corporate: The Authority
is a
business, big or small.
Could be
anything from a street
gang to
an interdimensional meg
acorp.
Whatever the scale, it’
s got one
reason for being: mak
e it for a
dollar and sell it for
two.
Personal: It’s just one
guy,
someone with personal
magnetism
and a vision.

Adam

or
line to God, or Heinlein,
Religious: It has a direct
ioned
uest
unq
on
s
ate
oper
ty
or whoever. The Authori

*

Smith,
ling.
disagreement as moral fai
received wisdom and sees
s
dit
ban
of
p
grou
the
is
* State: The Authority
you slowly, the
you’ve chosen to let bleed
of power.
ns
rei
e”
holder of “legitimat
ure, a civil paranoia, a life
cult
a
ess,
proc
A
:
ic
tem
in
* Sys
spit
to
e
fac
no
got
. Since it’s
defining test regimen, etc
ty can be very
hori
Aut
s
thi
mb,
kbo
stin
and no headquarters to
front.
difficult to directly con

Need
ngs. The
g, characters must want thi
In order to be interestin
ts.
wan
it
t
wha
is
d
Nee
its
and
Authority is a character,
hority
two that says what The Aut
The Need is a sentence or
weren’t
YOs
the
if
ld
wor
the
do to
desires and what it would
thing
some
be
not
s
ortant that thi
there to stop it. It’s imp
terrible Need, but
a
is
”
are
y
the
e
lik
passive. “Things will stay
the fucking
try to pass off on me all
it’s one that I see people
going to
you
are
h them. How the hell
time when I’m playing wit
k with it
fuc
—
YOs
as
—
or
it,
eplay
motivate The Authority, rol
sword
the
is
d
Nee
The
hing to happen?
if all it wants is for not
ng terrible is
thi
some
l,
fai
y
the
If
ds.
hanging over the YOs’ hea
Need teeth —
be their fault. Give the
going to happen and it’ll
sharp, jagged ones.

Example: The Authority
Brainstorming

From our brainstorming we realize we want
an Authority that is really helpful but
that punishes you terribly if you step out
of line even a little bit. The hypocrisy of
a thoroughly violent villain that yammers
incessantly about taking care of its people
really engages me, so I volunteer to play The
Authority in this world.

Name and description

Our world is a technocratic Utopia where
everything is handed to you, but where people
are killed — “gentled” — when they reach
the age of eighteen. The Authority is going
to be named the Morpheans, the cops who keep
everything running smoothly. The description
is “The police force empowered to maintain
the city’s peace and hunt down people who try
to run from gentling.”

Vice

So what do we want the Vice to be?
Considering we called it a Utopian society
during our earlier chatter, Utopianism
seems like a good choice. We could choose
Absolutism or Sadism. They’re certainly
going to be hurting people and they have
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rules they would be insistent on seeing
followed to the letter. After we discuss
these options, we decide we’re still
really most interested in Utopianism,
and the other stuff will be flavor.

Victim

Now, what’s the Victim? What’s The Authority
preying upon? This isn’t immediately obvious.
They kill people and they control almost all
aspects of the society, so both Humanity and
Freedom work well with the idea we have. We
discuss which of those motivates and upsets
us more and decide that we want the focus
of the game to be on the loss of life, so
Humanity is the Victim.

Visage

For Visage, you could argue that at root our
game is about a Systemic Authority that uses
the Morpheans as its pawns. But since we’re
really interested in the Morpheans being our
primary baddies, and they’re the cops, we
decide State makes the most sense.

Need

Finally, the Need. This is kinda hard, too.
To say “the society will stay as it is” will
be passive and shitty. It’s the most obvious
thing that the Morpheans want, but it doesn’t
give me any direction to play them in and it
lacks a sense of impending doom. We decide
that there’s an underground network that
doesn’t believe in gentling and smuggles
kids out into a refugee settlement. I write
“Identify and destroy the underground
network” for The Authority’s Need.

Dystopia
You know what The Aut
hority looks like, who
it’s messing
with, and why. Now it’
s time to figure out
what the
world it’s ruining is
like. You’re going to
give the
game a rating, create
some sci-fi stuff tha
t makes the
world different, figure
out what’s uniting the
YOs, and
then brainstorm and ass
ign some character con
cepts.

Rating
What kind of game do
you want to have? Wha
t content should be
in it and what should
n’t? Sometimes you’re
in the mood for a
profanity-laced trip
through ultraviolence,
and sometimes you
want something light
and funny.
Decide on a rating for
the game. For example,
you might use
your country’s film boa
rd ratings, the video
game ratings, or
the television rating
system. Pick the system
and rating that
works best for how you
see the game going, the
n record it on the
Dystopia sheet (p. 88)
.

Systems of Control
Now you come up with
Systems of Control.
Each YO creates a
science fiction thingi
e that empowers The Aut
hority. Systems of
Control are what make
the world you’re playin
g in different from
the one you’re living
in. This stuff tells you
about the world,
tells you exactly how
The Authority fucks wit
h your YOs’ lives,
and serves as a guide
and touchstone for det
ailing the world you
play in. Each YO create
s only one System of
Control, and each
System of Control mus
t be different from the
others. If one of
the Systems of Contro
l is removed — which
can happen during
play — the others sti
ll have to make sense
on their own. Finally,
these Systems of Contro
l are also part of the
endgame scoring
mechanic (p. 59).
When creating Systems
of Control, don’t let
The Authority be
totally omnipotent. Cre
ate a world with wiggle
room for the YOs.
This is also a good tim
e to consider what sca
le The Authority is
operating on. Is it in
control of everything?
Is it a clandestine
organization? Is it on
the run from the law?
Systems of Control can
be technological (radio
frequency ID
tags implanted subcut
aneously at birth) or
they can be social
(families have been dec
lared illegal by the
government).
People sometimes get
stumped when coming up
with these. Offer
to help out your friend
s when you see them str
uggling and ask
for help when you’re
stuck. If someone com
es up with a System
of Control that’s rea
lly going to ruin the
game for you, let him
know, but don’t be a pri
ck about it. Just cal
ling bullshit isn’t
enough. At least say
what you don’t like abo
ut the idea. Even
better, suggest a ver
sion of it that preser
ves the initial idea
without fucking up the
game for you.
What you write indica
tes the themes that are
going to be
important in your gam
e. If there’s a slaverace of aliens, your
play group pretty obv
iously cares about big
otry. If sex is
restricted — or if it’
s compulsory — you’re
going to be dealing
with love, sexuality,
and maybe gender. Mak
e sure that the
Systems of Control hig
hlight what you want
the game to be about.
Finally, make sure you
don’t define the world
to death. While
it’s fun to come up wit
h tons of Systems of
Control and build up
a bunch of detail for
the setting you’re goi
ng to play in, if you
lock down all of these
details too early you
won’t have anything
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System
game. Limit yourself to one
to create or explore in the
repeat or
just
’t
don
y
the
so
m
the
y
of Control per YO, and var
embellish one another.
Dystopia
ked out, record them on the
When you’ve got these wor
ly.
easi
out
m
can check the
sheet (p. 88) so people

Exploits
have
its strengths, the YOs also
Just as The Authority has
world.
the
on
p
gri
its
use to smash
advantages that they can
led Exploits.
cal
are
y
lit
abi
ner
vul
These areas of Authority
t of youth
c self-editing is a big par
For example, maybe geneti
big
and
ed
lat
live in is depopu
culture. Maybe the city you
can’t
ity
hor
Aut
The
t
tha
as
are
enough that there are vast
as a holes in
genetic manipulation act
patrol. Depopulation and
ds, things that
wor
er
oth
in
l:
tro
Con
of
The Authority’s Systems
ack the bad guy.
the YOs can Exploit to att
e way the
YOs’ first Exploit the sam
The Authority creates the
trol,
Con
of
s
tem
Sys
e
Lik
Control.
YOs created its Systesm of
’re
you
ld
wor
ts, things about the
Exploits are sci-fi elemen
in. They
e
liv
you
one
the
m
fro
ent
playing in that are differ
t to explore
thematic elements you wan
also serve to underscore
in the game.
n on the
going to be, write it dow
After you work out what it’s
Dystopia sheet too.

Example: Rating
,
Exploits,
and Systems
of Control
Rating
First we decide th
at we’re going to
use the
US movie rating sys
tem since we all
know
it pretty well. We
then discuss what
we
think will show up
in the game, and
decide
that while there
might be some nudi
ty and
sexuality, there
probably won’t be
a lot
of cursing or bloo
dy “on-screen” vi
olence.
Still, since nake
d swimsuit areas
mean an R
rating these days,
we go with R.

Systems of Contro
l
Dave has an idea
for a System of Co
ntrol:
Every baby born ha
s a little stone
implanted
in her palm that
shows how close to
getting
gentled she is.
Rachel then comes
up with an idea fo
r a
system of control
that the society
provides
whatever pleasur
e anyone could wa
nt without
cost or effort, an
d that denying pl
easure to
one another is co
nsidered a deeply
aberrant
act. The idea is
that the omniprese
nt access
to pleasure on de
mand breeds compla
cency.
Plus, the mandator
y free-love thing
makes it
hard for people to
form lasting, indi
vidual
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romantic relation
ships that might
be the
seed of a threat
to the Morpheans’
control.
Zeke wants the Mo
rpheans to be equi
pped
with deadly laser
guns! This makes
Joanna
wince. She likes
the trend in sci-f
i
lately that’s move
d back toward bull
ets,
and laser guns str
etch her suspensi
on of
disbelief too far.
She explains this
to
Zeke and suggests
that maybe they ha
ve
a wide array of fu
turistic, non-leth
al
weapons. He likes
this and suggests
some
possibilities, li
ke will-sapping fo
am or
mists sprayed into
crowds that reduce
the
victims to states
of joyful incapaci
tation.
Joanna starts with
an idea about the
handchips also acting
as tracking device
s.
This is just a fe
ature of Dave’s Sy
stem
of Control, though
. Since she’s mostl
y
interested in sur
veillance, she de
cides
that there’s a da
ily compulsory sha
ring
ceremony, in whic
h kids meet with
randomlyassigned groups of
strangers and repo
rt their
movements for the
past day.

Exploit
I’m stumped on wh
at to give the YO
s for
their Exploit and
ask for help. Even
tually
we come up with th
e idea that the YO
s
live in an arcolo
gy with sectors th
at the
Morpheans have wr
itten off as too
dangerous
for habitation or
patrol. In these
abandoned
places, wild peop
le are said to dw
ell. This
gives the YOs a hi
dey-hole where Mo
rpheans
are unlikely to go
. Maybe the fabled
underground railro
ad the kids have
heard
about runs throug
h there.

During play you will
be writing new Exploi
ts and Systems of
Control, as well as get
ting rid of some existi
ng ones. It is the
balance between Exploi
ts and Systems of Con
trol that
determines who wins at
the end of your story
(p. 59).

The clique and
casting
Crows come in murders,
dogs come in packs, and
Youthful
Offenders come in cli
ques. What kind of reb
els are
you going to be? Are
you a band? A skate clu
b? Rogue
EMTs? What draws you
together and why do you
stick
together? Come up wit
h something interesti
ng and
grabby. I pretty much
guarantee that if you
say
“classmates,” you’ll be
bored. At least make
them
classmates that are alw
ays in detention togeth
er.
Write a description of
your clique on the Dys
topia
sheet (p. 88) and giv
e it
a name if you feel
like it.
Now you’re going to sta
rt
casting. Brainstorm a
bunch of
YO character concepts
that should
be a part of the clique
. Treat it
like you’re TV writer
s figuring
out who your recurring
cast
should be. What “jobs”
need to be
filled by the group?
What kinds of
personalities ought to
be played
in order to underscor
e the themes
suggested by the Exploi
t (p. 6)
and Systems of Contro
l (p. 5)?
Come up with about twi
ce as many
concepts as there are
YO players.
The concept is best as
a short, twoor three-word phrase
— something
flavorful, but brief.
For example:
“little pothead,” “ge
nehacking
genius,” “rich kid,” etc
.
At some point the ide
as are going
to come more slowly and
eventually
stop. Try reading the
m out loud
and see if anyone can
think of any
more. When you’re don
e, read all
the concepts you’ve com
e up with
aloud one more time.
When you hear
one you like, say so.
If no one else
wants it, it’s yours.
If someone else
does, negotiate. Consid
er combining
concepts, too. You can
have a lot fun
slapping together shi
t that seems
really weird at first:
a rockstar
scientist, a badass cow
ard, or a
graffiti artist vigila
nte. While
this is just the first
seed of your
character and doesn’t
need to be
recorded, if you want
to, you can
write your concepts on
your Permanent
Record (p. 87). Any unu
sed concepts are
raw material for charac
ters played by
The Authority, either
as individual
agents of nastiness or
characters on
the YOs’ side.
Once each of you has
picked your
concepts, it’s time to
make your dude.

Example: Clique
and casting
Clique
The clique we come up with is The
Underground Network: a band of kids based
in the abandoned parts of the city who
seek out those who are about to be gentled
and offer to get them to a safe home
outside of the Morpheans’ reach.

Casting
Our concept list is: ex-Morphean,
seducer/seductress to the cause, handgem hacker, basement weapons engineer,
forager, spelunker of the forgotten city,
cult deprogrammer, and newly-liberated
runner. Some of our concepts address
themes suggested by the Systems of Control
and Exploits — seduction, weaponeer,
spelunker — and some just make sense
for the world we created — ex-Morphean,
forager, etc.
Zeke leaps on the idea of playing an exMorphean, and he especially likes the
idea of one who is currently on the run
after having been liberated. Dave wants
to play a seducer, someone who finds
people on the edge and helps them choose
liberty. He thinks this would work great
with the deprogrammer, but Rachel really
wants to play that character so he agrees
to give it up to her. She combines the
deprogrammer with the person who hacks
the hand-gems so that her character is
a mind- and tech-hacker. Joanna loves
the idea of playing a bold explorer of
the lost city’s depths and is already
imagining her YO as a teenage-girl version
of Indiana Jones.
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Summary: The
Authority
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Bully brainstorming (p. 2)
Name
Description
Vice (choose one) (p. 3)
Absolutism, Fear, Greed, Sadism, or Utopianism
Victim (choose one) (p. 3)
Freedom, History, Humanity, Nature, or Progress
Visage (choose one) (p. 3)
Corporate, Personal, Religious, State, or Systemic
Need: what does it want, what drives it, what happen
s if it
wins? (p. 4)

Summary:
Dystopia
*
*

Rating (p. 5)
Systems of Control (p. 5)
Sci-fi elements
Differences from the real world
Shows themes you’re interested in
One from each YO

*

Exploits (p. 6)
Sci-fi elements
Differences from the real world
Shows themes you’re interested
One, by The Authority

*

Clique (p. 7)
What holds you together?
Name (if desired)
Description

*

8

Casting (p. 7)
Two- to three-word character concepts
Twice the number of concepts are there are YO player
s
Choose at least one, combine two or more if you like

Devotchkas & Droogies

you’ve got your
Authority is all about and
Now that you know what The
that are
kids
the
7), it’s time to create
concepts from casting (p.
g everyone
thin
some
is
tion
crea
YO
y.
orit
going to stand up to The Auth
one in which
in the same session as the
participates in, and it’s done
. It’s easy to get
5)
(p.
opia
Dyst
and
3)
you make your Authority (p.
so and if
your YO. If you’re stuck, say
locked up when you’re creating
k, offer to help.
you think someone else is stuc
Record,
character on your Permanent
Write everything about your
website
the
on
or
of the book (p. 87)
which you can find in the back
(misspentyouthgame.com).

The surface
een 12 and 17,
YOs have a name, an age betw
choices now or
e
thes
make
can
You
.
and a sex
three simple
have
also
wait until later. They
no more than
each
ics,
rist
acte
char
ical
phys
ed Looks on your
a few words. These are call
Permanent Record.
r creation, I
During this part of characte
see if the freedomusually make it a point to
e creating is
fighting youth movement we’r
y. I have found
part
age
saus
going to be a pasty
t pay attention to
that frequently people don’
r games. Usually
thei
in
y
icit
gender and ethn
people or boys
e
just asking if it’s all whit
the characters
in
ety
vari
r
wide
a
results in
re rebel
enti
an
ng
we play. For me, havi
try club kinda
coun
‘50s
a
like
look
ment
move
ng themes of revolt
gets in the way of expressi
cool. I
your thing, that’s totally
’s
and rebellion. But if that
won’t judge you.
and don’t like
or inter-gender character
If you want to play a transmind that
in
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Convictions
Convictions are what’s at the core of your
YO. They tell everyone what’s important
about your character, they remind you how
to play her, and they’re what you use to
kick The Authority in the face.
There are five convictions: Means, Motive,
Opportunity, M.O., and Disorder. The
first three are closed and the last two
are open.
For each closed conviction, you pick
from a list of five choices. For each
open conviction, you write a few words to
describe something quintessential about
the character. Closed convictions give you
a framework to build the character on and
open convictions give you the opportunity
to build on that basic structure.
Closed convictions aren’t exclusive.
Let’s say you pick Smart for your Means
conviction. That doesn’t mean you’re not
tough as well. It just means you’re not
Tough. It means that while you may be able
to kick ass in a fight, ultimately the way
you get things done is by being Smart.
Keep in mind what your character’s about
and reinforce it when choosing and writing
convictions. Convictions are useful during
play as a roleplaying aid. Don’t know what
to do? Look at your convictions to get your
brain moving again. Other players will
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be looking at your convictions, too, to
know how to act to make their roleplaying
matter to you.
Your convictions start out free but they
won’t all stay that way. While a conviction
is still free it represents an aspect of
your personality that is youthful, naive,
and idealistic. Though free convictions
may sometimes be dark, they’re still pure,
uncompromised, and innocent.
At some point during play you will find
yourself faced with a choice between
immediate victory and retaining your
youthful optimism. If you decide to take
the immediate victory, you choose one of
your free convictions and turn it into a
sold conviction. This is called selling
out, and is covered in greater detail later
(p. 51). Sold convictions stay that way
forever, and cannot be made free again.
For closed convictions, the sold-out
versions are predetermined, but for open
convictions you invent a sold-out version
at the moment that you sell out.
Even after you’ve sold out a conviction,
you can still use it to fight The
Authority. You’ll be like, “I use my soldout conviction to break my clone’s wrist
before he shoots!” You just can’t sell it
out to claim a victory again. You can never
go back to being the innocent kid you were
before you sold out.

Closed
convictions
Means
How do you go about fig
hting The Authority?
What’s your approach
to dealing with
problems? What are you
good at?
Write the free/sold con
viction pair you
choose on your Perman
ent Record:

Bad: You’re the bad kid
, the outcast, the
leather-jacket-wearer
. You specialize at
ostentatiously breaki
ng the rules. Bad
sells out to Perverse
. You now engage
in profoundly fucked-up
behavior in a
compulsive need to bre
ak every boundary.
* Cool: People want
to be with you or be
you. You break new gro
und constantly and
when you talk to people
you make them
feel important. Cool
sells out to Trendy.
You’ve gone from avantgarde to an avid
follower who fakes it.
* Fast: Agility, ath
leticism, quickwittedness. You’re fas
t in every sense of
the word. Fast sells
out to Efficient.
You accomplish all you
r aims with
uncaring perfection and
accuracy.
* Smart: You’re a gen
ius. Some people
know a lot about one
thing, but you
know a lot about most
things and are an
expert in several are
as. Smart sells out
to Pedantic. You’re alw
ays correcting
people, pointing out
small and irrelevant
errors, and needlessl
y flaunting how
bright you are.
* Tough: You’re a bad
ass, able to dish
out and take physical
punishment, able
to shrug off The Author
ity’s PSYOPS.
Tough sells out to Vic
ious. If you’re in
a fight, you’re not goi
ng to stop until
you’ve totally fucked
up the other guy.
*

Motive
Most kids — and adults
for that matter
— respond to The Aut
hority’s bullshit by
politely doing what the
y’re told. You don’t.
Why not? What makes you
so special? Why do
you care what happens
to other people? What
the hell possesses you
to put yourself in
such danger?
Write the free/sold con
viction pair you
choose on your Perman
ent Record:

Altruism: You have an
abiding need
to come to the aid of
anyone who might
need it. It’s reflexive
and sometimes
it winds up fucking you
over. Altruism
sells out to Unctuous
. Whenever
you’re helping someon
e, you’re trying
to figure out what you
’re going to
get out of it, and you
’re really good
at kowtowing to the rig
ht people.
* Optimism: You can
see a way through to
a
better world, and you
’re sure you can make
it happen. Optimism sell
s out to Cynical.
Your vision of a bett
er reality is now
twisted by the certit
ude that it will
never be achieved.
* Outrage: You’re fill
ed with a
pure, righteous anger.
Injustice
drives you bugfuck and
you won’t
sit still for it. Outrag
e sells out
to Wrathful. You bec
ome consumed
by a directionless spi
te that burns
everyone you come in
contact with.
* Pride: You know you
’re a worthwhile
person who doesn’t hav
e to put up with
this shit. Pride sell
s out to Arrogant.
Not only are you good,
you’re better than
everyone else. Even you
r friends.
* Thrills: You’re add
icted to danger
and nothing beats cou
nting coup on
The Authority. Thrill
s sells out to
Nihilistic. Little-kid
shit doesn’t cut
it for you anymore. You
are driven to
seek the kind of risk
that will end you
and you don’t give a fuc
k.
*
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conviction with something darker,
something
appropriate to the circumstances
surrounding
your selling out and related to your
original conviction.

M.O.
This conviction describes your main
technique for beating The Authorit
y. It
could be a set of skills, a “job,”
your YO
concept from the casting phase (p.
7), or
something about your personality
that really
stands out. You’re the (insert M.O.
here)
girl or guy.

Disorder
This is your heroic fatal flaw. It’s
a
youthful and innocent failing that
helps
you beat The Authority even though
it fucks
with your life. You may not sell
out your
Disorder until you’ve sold out all
your other
convictions. Since it’s the last thin
g to go,
it’s kinda your core motivation, the
ultimate
innocence buried inside you.

Other stuff
You might notice that there are a
few things
on the Permanent Record that I have
n’t
mentioned. “Known associates” is
a place
for you to record the names of the
other
YOs, as well as a few notes about
who they
are and what your relationship with
them
is like. “Personality assessment”
is for
writing about parts of your YO’s
personality
that didn’t show up in your surfa
ce or
convictions. “Activities surveille
d” is a
space for you to note anything impo
rtant
that happens during an episode that
you don’t
want to forget.
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Example: YO creation
Brandon, CJ, Dan, Jen, and Kevin are going
to play
a game about a bunch of kung-fu artists
set in the
Harmonious Valley Generation Vessel which
is chugging
through the blackness of space to a hoped
-for home on
the other side of the galaxy. The Authority
— The Flame
Clan — intends to utterly dominate the
other clans on
the vessel and exterminate those clans that
won’t meekly
comply with Flame Clan rule. The Stone
Clan is quietly
obedient for the most part, the Wind Clan
was already
wiped out generations ago, and the River
Clan is almost
gone as well.
Brandon is going to play The Authority,
whose Systems
of Control include a fleet of carbon-fib
er air-ships
that are used for rapid transport and surve
illance,
the leader of the Stone Clan has been repla
ced with a
Flame-Clan-trained operative, the fact
that only Flame
style kung-fu is legal, and the indoctrina
ted xenophobia
and sense of superiority bred into the Flame
Clan
citizenry from a young age. The YOs’ Explo
it is that the
fabled master of all styles is prophesize
d to return any
day now and restore balance.
CJ wants to play Jaan, the chosen one, a
boy recently
found wrapped in a cocoon of null-entro
py filament. He
was plunged into the bottom of a deep, froze
n river with
his genetically-altered flying pig-beast
generations
ago by the last of his Clan. On the surfa
ce, Jaan is a
14-year-old boy, whose Looks are “shaved
head, always
smiling, strange and glowing tattoos.” Jaan
is very
peaceful and friendly, so CJ decides that
his Means
conviction is Cool/Trendy and his Motiv
e is Optimism/
Cynical. Since all of his people have been
murdered
by The Authority, his Opportunity is clear
ly Orphan/
Helpless. For M.O., he writes down, “The
Chosen One.” He
also decides that Jaan can access past lives
and give
them control over his body, enabling him
to fight like
a demon. However, when he’s under their
influence, he
loses self-control and is apt to be way
more violent
than it is in his nature to be. For Disor
der, writes
“Aspect of the Demon.”
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Dan wants to play the young girl who disco
vers Jaan
in the river, and decides that Miara will
be a budding
River Clan warrior-healer. She’s 15. Dan
gets to define
what River Clan people tend to look like
with Miara’s
Looks: “stocky, dark complexion, elaboratel
y braidedand-looped hairstyle.” She’s compassionate
and the
backbone of the clique and driven by a joyfu
l zeal for
adventure, but she has a hard time letti
ng loose. Dan
decides she’ll have Smart/Pedantic for Means
, Thrills/
Nihilistic for Motive, and — since Miara
is very polite
and placating with adults — Sneaky/Unt
rustworthy for
Opportunity. Her M.O. is “Wise River Clan
healer” and
her Disorder is “Know-it-all.”

Jen took the “comic rel
ief”
and “protective older
sibling”
concepts from the cas
ting phase
(p. 7). She decides she
’s going
to play Miara’s older
brother,
Tok-Tok, a tough kid
whose
inexperience does not
hing to
blunt his confidence.
He’s 17 and
for his Looks, Jen wri
tes “tall
and lanky, dirty and
unkempt,
voice still changing.
” Tok-Tok
is really physically
competent
despite his lack of tra
ining,
so Jen chooses Tough/
Vicious
for Means. Pride/Arroga
nt is
tempting as Tok-Tok’s
Motive,
but she likes the ide
a that
despite all his bluste
r, he really
wants to put himself
between
his friends and danger
. She
chooses Altruism/Unctuo
us. Jen
makes him Sneaky/Untru
stworthy
for Opportunity, like
his
sister. She feels lik
e the comic
relief hasn’t been cap
tured
yet, so for M.O. she wri
tes,
“Sarcastic needler.”
In order
to highlight his overco
nfidence
further, for Disorder
she
writes “I can handle
it!”
Kevin is going to pla
y a Flame
Clan defector called
Xarthon,
a young prince of the
blood who
is on a quest to reclai
m his

honor. He is very stiffnecked
and proper, but throug
h personal
tragedy and loss he has
come to
see the evil of what
his people
are doing. He’s 17, and
Kevin
decides he wants him
to be very
striking, so his Looks
are “burned
hands almost always cov
ered
in gloves, whip-like
and wellmuscled, long and ela
boratelybraided hair.” Xartho
n is
definitely a badass,
dangerous
guy so Kevin chooses
Bad/Perverse
for his means. He dec
ides that his
Motive will be Pride/
Arrogant
since Xarthon wants to
redeem
his people and get the
m back
onto a healthy path.
At one time,
Xarthon was a really
important
member of his clan, so
Trusted/
Believer might have mad
e sense
for Opportunity, but
Kevin
decides he’s a wanted
criminal
now. Instead, he goes
with Pretty/
Vain to highlight his
hauteur.
His M.O. is “Prince of
the Flame
Clan” and his Disorder
is “Zealot
for the Chosen One’s
cause.”
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Summary: YO
creation
*

The surface (p. 9)
Name
Sex
Age (12-17)

features)
Looks (three descriptive

*

Convictions (p. 10)
(p. 11)
Means (How do you fight?)
Bad/Perverse
Cool/Trendy
Fast/Efficient
Smart/Pedantic
Tough/Vicious
up?) (p. 11)
Motive (Why do you stand
Altruism/Unctuous
Optimism/Cynical
Outrage/Wrathful
Pride/Arrogant
Thrills/Nihilistic
away with
Opportunity (How do you get
12)
it?) (p.
Pretty/Vain
Orphan/Helpless
Rich/Profligate
Sneaky/Untrustworthy
Trusted/Believer
ty?)
M.O. (What’s your special

(p. 13)

oic
Disorder (What’s your her
fatal flaw?) (p. 13)
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other hand are temporary expressions of The
Authority’s power that can be killed off or
neutralized during an episode and that may
never return in any form if you don’t want
them to.
Once the AFs are named, write them down on
the Case File, which you can find on the
website (misspentyouthgame.com) or on the
back inside cover of the book.

Friendship
questions
At the start of every Misspent Youth
story, you also take some time to develop
the friendship between your characters a
bit more. You think of something you want
to see highlighted, explored, or explained
about the friendship between your YO
and the YO of the player to your left.
Then you take a moment to ask a question
in the voice of that character to that
other player’s character. For example, I’m
playing Jake, and Laura is playing Sally. I
think of something I’m interested in about
Jake and Sally’s friendship, then I have
Jake ask Sally that question.
Even though the question is asked in my
character’s voice, Jake may or may not have
actually asked Sally the question. It may
be more like something he wants to know
about the relationship, but could never
bring himself to ask. Similarly, the answer
is given in Sally’s voice, but may never
have been spoken aloud. Is this something
that’s unspoken between you, or is it out
in the open? This may be obvious. If it’s
not obvious, and if it matters to you, you
can say whether the question or answer was
actually spoken in character.
When you’re asked a question you can choose
to answer it immediately or wait a few
minutes while you work on asking your own
question of the person to your left. Make
sure to ask an open question — that is a
question that can’t be answered with a mere
“yes” or “no.” Friendship questions are
about something that happened before the
series began or something that happened
between episodes. They’re not something
that you’ll see occur during an episode,
but they will be addressed during it.
This is an opportunity to make up shit
about the other characters, so take
advantage of it. For example: “After we
slept together, why didn’t you want to tell
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your big brother?” You’ve now created the
fact that the other character had sex with
yours, suggested his sexual preferences,
and indicated he’s hiding things from his
family. Don’t abuse this power. If you
introduce something shitty about your
friend’s character that’s going to ruin it
for her, you’re an asshole. Check with her
if you’re going to put something out there
that you think she might not like and take
it back if it does.
If you’re stuck on what to ask, take a
look at the character’s Permanent Record.
Her surface (p. 9) or convictions (p. 10)
might inspire you. If you’re still stuck,
check out the Systems of Control (p. 5)
and Exploits (p. 6) for the series, and
maybe even look at the AFs you created
for this episode. Combining a System of
Control, an Exploit, an AF, and shit off
another YO’s Permanent Record is a great
way to get inspiration and to reinforce
the feel of the world you set up together.
If you always sit in the same place every
week, you’re gonna start to get sick of
friendship questions and only highlight
part of the clique’s friendships. You
should shuffle up where people sit, or at
least reverse the direction — that is, ask
the person to your right a question this
week instead.
Finally, sometimes people ask friendship
questions that aren’t about their
friendship, or which aren’t questions,
or which aren’t open questions. I call
these “just questions.” Just questions
are fine, but they’re not friendship
questions. If you as the asker, askee,
bystander, or Authority hear someone
asking a closed question, a question not
about your friendships, or a question
about things that are about to happen,
call bullshit. If you let that shit
slide, the friendship questions are
going to suck and not be helpful.
Record these questions and answers on the
Case File too.

Samples of friendsh
ip
questions
Here are some example
friendship questions,
just so you can see
the kinds of things you
might ask each other.
The clique in this
game is a group of and
roids on the run from
a policeman charged
with decommissioning
them. Make questions
unique to your clique
.
* How did you break
the truth to me about
the fact that we’re and
roids?
* What did you teach
me about myself that
I didn’t know?
* What is your favori
te thing to do with me
now that we know
what we are?
* What’s the meanest
thing you ever did to
me, and how did we
stay friends afterward
?
* How did we become
friends?
* What do you like mos
t about me?
* What did I do to ear
n your trust?
* What are we compet
itive about?
* Which of us needs
the other more?
* Who did we both hav
e a crush on and what
happened?
* How did I pull you
out of it when you got
to your lowest point?
* What was our favori
te thing to do togeth
er before we found out
what we were?
* What are you insecu
re about and how do I
make you feel
confident about it?
* What do you miss fro
m your old “life,” and
why am I the only
one you told about it?
* What’s the most terr
ible thing you’ve don
e, and why did you
confess it to me?
* Why am I the one you
trust the most?
* Why are you in lov
e with me, and have you
told me?
* What are you afraid
I’ll find out about you
?
* What do you hope to
do once we’re free, and
why am I the only
one who can know?
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Example: AFs
and friendship
questions
Emily, Joshua, Meg, and Vincent decide
to play a game of Misspent Youth about
an evil galactic kingdom that is out to
oppress all the worlds and destroy the
last of an order of psychic monks who are
the only hope for freedom in the galaxy.
The Authority — played by Meg — is the
Galactic Kingdom, a State Authority whose
m
Motivation is Greed for power. Its Victi
is Humanity (more accurately it victimizes
“people,” since it is killing and enslaving
aliens and robots as well). Its Need is
to permanently eradicate the Order of the
Sun, the only threat to the untrammeled
power of the Order of the Singularity
which is the dark heart of the Kingdom.

Resistance, a multi-planet military force
which will stand in opposition to the
Kingdom.
Emily is playing Jacob “Jake”
Cloudstepper, a 13-year-old orphan
dreamer, destined for greatness and skin
darkened by the relentless sun of his
steppe-covered planet, Nefilhoon.
Vincent is playing Shaia Malana, the
haughty, 15-year-old daughter of the royal
governor of Nefilhoone.

The clique is a small group of kids who
have lost everything to the Kingdom’s
hunger and are going to join The

Joshua is playing Lot Nemo, a cool
17-year-old pilot and Royal Space Corps
dropout who runs weapons and other
contraband for The Resistance.

The Systems of Control include:
Since psychic powers are inherited,
the Order of the Singularity finds
children who have psychic potential,
brainwashes and trains them, and
kills everyone in their families who
are too old to be indoctrinated.
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is to introduce
job
Her
en.
giv
n
bee
s
the scene using what she’
She can
er the first five seconds.
everything that comes aft
tial situation if
ini
the
ut
abo
ns
stio
que
ask some follow-up
not be
her follow-up questions must
anything’s not clear, but
nds.
st five seco
about stuff past that fir
we? Are you
be things like: Where are
Helpful follow-ups could
ryone there?
eve
Is
ed?
pen
What just hap
pissed off at each other?
ne’s
sn’t have to ask if everyo
Usually The Authority doe
ld be with each other.
shou
YOs
the
es,
scen
together. In most
th is a
sons for this. Misspent You
There are a couple of rea

R
r
d
i

N
c

T
c

l

Royal Shock Commandos are ubiquitous,
ruthless, and intrusive, even in
docile star systems where the
inhabitants pose no threat.
Non-human species are second-class
citizens and robots are slaves.

The Exploit created during Dystopia
creation for the series (p. 5) is:
The Resistance, a secret military
alliance of aliens, robots, and
freedom-loving humans.

Authority Figures
,
At the start of the first episode, Emily
Joshua, and Vincent come up with the
following AFs for Meg to control:
A world-smashing space station
that throws asteroids at nearlight speed into planets.
Zlo Otec, the King’s chief executioner and
head of the Order of the Singularity.

Tet Lobo, the mute leader of a Shock
Commando reclamation team.

Friendship questions
After naming their AFs, they get started
on friendship questions. Meg takes notes
on the Case File as they do so.
Jake asks Shaia, “How would you react
if you knew I am in love with you?” It’s
clear from the nature of the question
that this wouldn’t be asked in-character.
Shaia responds, “I would be uncomfortable.
You’re like my little brother.”
Shaia asks Lot, “Why am I keeping my love
for you a secret?” Lot answers, “Because
I act like I don’t care about anything.”
Again, Shaia’s feelings are obviously kept
secret — for now.
Lot asks Jake, “Why do I take you
seriously?” Jake’s answer underscores
the destiny theme Emily built into her
character: “Because you can see that I’m
a natural leader and believe I’m going to
smash the Kingdom.”

game about friendship.
You want to see these
kids together as often
as possible so you can
see their relationship
s evolve and deepen.
Also, for reasons tha
t will be clear when
you learn how the dic
(p. 41), the fewer YOs
e work
are in a scene, the mor
e they’re endangering
their convictions (p.
10), and the quicker the
series will end.
Also worth keeping in
mind is that your nex
t scene doesn’t have to
pick up right where the
last left off. You can
make the next scene a
flashback, or it can
take place two weeks
after the one you jus
t ended.
For the most part, The
Authority is responsib
le for making sure tha
what needs to happen
t
in a scene happens. Thi
s is not a game for peo
who want to sit back
ple
and be passively entert
ained, though. YO pla
have to move shit for
yers
ward, too. They should
help out The Authority
by playing into the fea
tured question or Aut
hority Figure for a
given scene, keeping
the Systems of Contro
l and Exploits in min
staying conscious of
d, and
what the scene requir
es.
Finally, The Authority
is responsible for end
ing the scene. Cut the
scene when it’s dramat
ically appropriate. If
you’re not sure, ask the
other players if it fee
ls right to them, too
.

Scenes
Each scene description
below starts with “Th
e Story,” which tells
you what function the
scene serves in the sto
ry structure. It also
includes a summary of
what needs to happen
in the scene. The ter
“claim numbers” and “St
ms
ruggle” will be explai
ned fully in the chapte
on Struggles (p. 41)
r
. However, I’ll briefl
y note here that a Str
is the part of the gam
uggle
e where you roll dice,
and
claim numbers have to
do with the numbers The
Authority gets to hav
e during the Struggle.
There is always one (an
d no more than one) Str
uggle per scene.
In the examples that
follow the rules for
each scene, you’ll enc
more things that you
ounter
haven’t seen before. In
most cases the contex
should suffice, but whe
t
re things aren’t totall
y clear, remember tha
I’ll get to all of thi
t
s later in greater det
ail.
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Scene one: What's Up

ters, see their
us get to know the charac
The What’s Up scene helps
their everyday
ing
enc
eri
and see them exp
interpersonal interactions,
big, splashy
some
of
dle
mid
the
in
t
star
lives. If you want, you can
give us an intense
to
is
ion
act
the
The point of
action, James-Bond-style.
s are like, though.
look at what the character
. The Kickoff is
the Kickoff for the episode
This scene also establishes
ie is about a
mov
“The
about. When I tell you,
I’m telling
the thing that the story’s
ve,”
ali
stay
to
suit
a
ld
has to bui
ack on The
att
guy who gets blown up and
an
en
oft
most
nt Youth, this is
you the Kickoff. In Misspe
an attack by it.
Authority or a reaction to
scene. For example:
out of what happens in a
The Kickoff usually flows
clique invented that
the
gus
din
e
war
soft
ut the
the bad guys found out abo
to kill you. If the
t
wan
y
the
systems and now
lets anyone crack computer
pen. Look at the
hap
urally, you can make it
Kickoff isn’t happening nat
questions (p. 18),
ship
end
fri
and
5)
loits (p.
Systems of Control and Exp
thing the YOs
some
h
wit
k
ure aggressively fuc
and have an Authority Fig
go after something The
to
ose
cho
may
que
cli
the
care about. Alternatively,
of whoever is the bethe same way. The reaction
Authority cares about in
Kickoff can happen at
give you the Kickoff. The
fucked-with will probably
after the scene is
d
fie
nti
ide
be
n
and can eve
any time during the scene,
over.
you also have to have
scene — and every scene —
At some point during this
r Throwing Your Body
pte
cha
s are covered in the
a Struggle. Details on thi
on the Gears (p. 41).
the episode and write it
identify the Kickoff for
By the end of the scene,
down on the Case File.

Scene one: What’s Up

ships, and see
their world, their friend
The Story: See the clique,
ion
mot
in
y
to set the new stor
what changes in that world
and what’s in the
n
stio
que
ship
end
fri
or
Which AF
* Setting the scene:
first five seconds?
* Have a Struggle
Kickoff
* Create and record the
Authority claims: 3 or 11

*

Scene two: Fighting Back

Youthful Offenders
f and you’ve seen where the
Now you’ve got the Kickof
it’s time to get shit
lly, and interpersonally,
are at emotionally, physica
e on the problem
tak
oes
her
the
n
scene is whe
moving. The Fighting Back
reacting to it.
directly instead of merely

Example: Scene
one, What's Up

start of the scene) and
his Shock Commando
squad shatter the sky
with their personal
atmospheric entry pod
s.

Since Meg wants to be
the one to frame the
fifth scene, and since
there are three YOs,
she decides to set the
first scene.

Struggle
Meg calls for a Strugg
le (p. 41). She says
The Authority’s object
ive (p. 42) is for
Jake’s family to be kil
led. After consulting
with one another, the
YOs name their hope:
Lobo will be killed by
his overlords as a
reward for failure. The
n they start the
Struggle (p. 41).

Authority Figure
Tet Lobo, the mute lea
der of a Shock
Commando reclamation
team.

First five seconds
The clique is sitting
around Jake’s workshop
where he makes little
robots and gadgets.
Lot has just walked in
— Jake and Shaia are
waiting for him — aft
er having been offplanet for months del
ivering illicit cargo
to a Resistance cell.

Free roleplay
There’s some hinting
at the buried romantic
tensions in the group,
as well as the kids
just fucking with eac
h other. They’re glad
to be together again,
but they also enjoy
giving each other shi
t.

Kickoff
Meg watches, enjoying
the interplay as
audience, and waits for
the moment when
it begins to slacken.
As it does, she
decides it’s time to get
the plot going,
so she rolls out her ide
a for the Kickoff.
Outside the shack the
y’re in, there’s an
explosion which causes
the entire room
to rattle. The kids rus
h outside to find
that an escape pod has
dug a furrow into
Jake’s aunt and uncle’
s farm. As they
approach it, the hatch
explodes and a
gold-plated barrel-sh
aped robot ejects
from it and lands in
front of them.
The robot identifies
himself as Arsten
Prime, an escaped sla
ve and member of
The Resistance. As he’
s about to explain
why he’s there, the mut
e terror Tet Lobo
(the Authority Figure
called for at the

The Commando captain’s
men eject from
their pods and bolt tow
ard the kids.
Jake gets everyone int
o his Grasskisser
groundcar and zooms off
the farm, leading
the soldiers away fro
m his relatives.
Lobo’s men jump into
the air, kick on
their jetpacks, and rac
e after the YOs.
There follows an exciti
ng chase through
the alien steppe. The
captain takes a
bead on the golden rob
ot and gets a shot
off, causing him to go
haywire in a shower
of sparks and electroni
c screams.
At this point in the
Struggle, Vincent has
picked up the dice and
rolled for Shaia.
He rolls a failure and
doesn’t think it’s
worth it to sell out
(p. 51) so early —
besides, everyone lik
es the tragedy of Jak
e
losing his remaining
family. Since Vincent
is choosing to lose, Meg
narrates how Shaia
causes the clique’s hop
e to be lost (p. 50)
.
Shaia pulls her plasma
pistol and takes
expert shots at the sol
diers, driving them
off. There’s a moment
of exultation. Meg
edits time forward and
has Lobo call them
over the Cloudstepper
home’s holocaster.
He shows them the bur
ned corpses of Jake’s
uncle and aunt, then
promises that the kid
s
are next if they don’t
turn over the slave.
Lot tells him to fuck
off and cuts the
connection, and Meg end
s the scene.

Bookkeeping
They record the Kickof
f on the Case File:
“A robot being chased
by The Kingdom’s most
vicious killers droppe
d out of the sky into
our lap.”
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Beats
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t seems to
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Catastrophe: Something rea
.
far
so
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n
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change what the story’s
entirely
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zen in a suspended animat
guys.
A lovable rogue gets fro
bad
the
by
ere
-wh
ows
who-kn
field and carted off to
s in the way of your plans.
Complication: Something get
rive fail
only to have your hyperd
You escape the blockade
on you.
know before
ng significant we didn’t
Discovery: We learn somethi
ferent.
dif
y
tel
ple
com
k
loo
far
s
that makes everything thu
be your dad.
The bad guy turns out to
.
to good or from good to bad
Reversal: Shit goes from bad
moon,
fighter craft toward a
You're following a small
lare,
dec
you
to
t
nex
g
sittin
only to have the old guy
space station."
"That's no moon. It's a

The Question

for the episode.
e to create the Question
In this scene you also hav
and is
y,
stor
for the rest of the
The Question is the thrust
stion could
Que
The
.
32)
(p.
s
Win
Who
answered later in scene six:
us?” or
vir
d
min
the
t
the YOs counterac
be something like: “Will
?”
ted
ina
erm
ext
be
tto
ghe
“Will all the aliens in the
stion. Nothing
sode, don’t step on the Que
During the rest of the epi
so.
do
to
e
tim
es
can answer it until it com
recorded on the
beat and the Question are
Make sure that the first
Case File.
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Scene two: Fighting
Back
*

First beat
Meg decides this is a good time to
introduce the first beat. Thinking
about the friendship question and
Jake’s future, she gets an idea of
what it could be. She interrupts
the conversation at a particularly
tense moment, when it seems like
Jake is about to snap at one of
Lot’s teasing remarks, to say
that Arsten Prime pops back on,
fully operational. He immediately
mindcasts a recording into the
YOs’ heads. Suddenly, they perceive
themselves to be sitting in a royal
dungeon cell across from legendary
Resistance leader Yarrel Ban
Qarest, a two-meter-tall, brownfurred, humanoid amphibian. The
King’s people have clearly tortured
her, and one of her eye-sacs is a
flaccid, withering husk drooped against
her cheek.

The Story: The clique
takes on the
problem, the first bea
t is introduced, and
you come up with the
Question
* Setting the scene
: Which AF or
friendship question and
what’s in the
first five seconds?
* Have a Struggle
Authority claims: 3 or
11

It’s Emily’s turn to set the scene.
First, she has to choose which
friendship question or System of
Control she wants to have present in
the scene.

Friendship question
Emily chooses the friendship
question Lot asked Jake: “Why
do I take you seriously?”
Jake answered, “Because you can see
that I’m a natural leader and believe
I’m going to smash the Kingdom.”

First five seconds
Emily opens the scene in an abandoned
warehouse in the spaceport town of
Dahl Sessen. Shaia watches out the
front door while Jake blinds himself
to the pain of his lost family by
focusing on fixing the damaged robot.
Lot is looking on, worried, and gently
prodding Jake, trying to see if he’s ok.

Free roleplay
The players take some time to roleplay
the tension. Lot tries to tease the
younger boy, to play a bit of the hardass with him and get him out of his
shell. Jake is getting increasingly
frustrated with the jury-rigged repair
job — at least, that’s his excuse for
being on the edge of tears. Shaia is
avoiding the tension on the surface, but
is in fact completely wrapped up in it
and feels impotent to help her friend.

It turns out that Arsten Prime was
hiding out as a servitor robot in
a royal facility. He snuck in and
recorded this message, then fled under
pursuit. Yarrel identifies herself
as a monk of the Order of the Sun, a
fact she says the King suspects. It’s
commonly believed throughout the
Kingdom that the Order of the Sun
has been eradicated, so this is an
astonishing revelation.
Meg decides she’s now going to
incorporate the friendship question
about Jake’s destiny that Emily
provided when she set the scene. Yarrel
goes on to tell Jake that his father
— who he never knew — was a great
leader in the Order of the Sun. She
has been watching Jake his entire life
and is sure he has powers as great as
his father’s, or greater. She knows it
won’t be too long before she cracks
and the King’s Singularity monks use
their powers to get inside her mind
and reveal Jake’s presence. She doesn’t
want to be forced to betray him and
endanger his family.
The recording ends and the kids
decide they need to get to Lot’s
ship and travel to the base at
the coordinates retrieved from
Arsten Prime’s damaged memory.

Struggle
Meg calls for a Struggle on this, and
says her objective is for the Royal
Shock Commandos to capture and imprison
the clique. The YOs already know what
their hope is: “Escape Nefilhoone,
shaking off Royal pursuit entirely.”
The clique heads to the hangar bay
and Meg says that there’s a shadowy,
anteater-snouted alien following them
and murmuring into a device. Joshua
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Example:
Scene two,
Fighting Back

cont...
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el is a pret
ty big deal
but after a
,
moment or tw
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everyone ag
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a bigger de
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Scene three: He
ating Up

This is where the
plot gets really
cranked up. The He
scene is all abou
ating Up
t intense action
or interpersonal
YOs continue to co
conflict. The
nfront the Kickof
f and work toward
the Question. They
answering
’re also going to
react to the first
incorporate it in
beat and
to their plan to
de
fe
at The Authority.
is intensified an
The beat
d further explored
and new elements
revealed. This mi
about it are
ght be a longer sce
ne than most othe
build-up to when
rs. It’s a
shit really start
s to fly.

Scene three: Heati
ng Up
*
*

The Story: Tensi
on mounts and the
stakes get higher
Setting the scen
e: Which AF or fr
iendship question
what’s in the first
and
five seconds?
* Have a Strugg
le
Authority claims:
4 or 10
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Example:
Scene three,
Heating Up

ferring, the YOs say
it lands.” After con
onto the station
their hope is “We get
g.”
win
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m
without the

set the scene.
It’s Vincent’s turn to

Authority Figure
ce station
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Free roleplay
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the
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Everyone agrees that
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Free roleplay
in
brutality that Shaia showed
The others are aghast at the
she’s become, too,
what
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d
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s
She’
lem.
solving the prob
that they have to figure out
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s
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ver.
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diversion won’t last
Meg ends the scene there.
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Scene four: We Won

complicated
getting more difficult and
So far, things have been
We Won
the
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Scene four: We Won
fine
hing is going to go just
The Story: Looks like everyt
for the clique
stion and
Which AF or friendship que
* Setting the scene:
nds?
seco
what’s in the first five
* Have a Struggle

*

Authority claims: 2 or 12

Example: Scene
four, We Won
It’s Joshua’s turn to set the scene.

Friendship question
Shaia asks Lot, “Why am I keeping my love
for you a secret?”
Lot answers, “Because I act like I don’t care
about anything.”

First five seconds
Joshua sets the scene in a data processing
room. Jake is working on figuring out where
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Yarrel is and Lot is trying to
talk to Shaia about what just happened. Meg
feels no elaboration is necessary there, so
tells them to go ahead and roleplay.
Trying to ignore the discussion that’s
going on behind him, Jake rapidly tickles
the keypad with his fingertips. Lot does
what he usually does, teasing Shaia as a
way of getting her to come out of her selfloathing-inspired isolation. He makes a
big deal of being afraid of her now. Her
horror at what she did combines with her
frustration over his cavalier attitude and
she blows up at him.

Just as things are about to reach the
point of no return, Meg interrupts and
says to Emily, “The readout changes
to a language you have never seen but
somehow understand. It’s Yarrel, and
she’s telling you where she is, but says
she’s about to be executed.”

Struggle
Meg feels this is an obvious place for
a Struggle, and she says her objective
is “The Kingdom finds out where The
Resistance is hiding.” At first, the
clique wants to have its hope be to save
Yarrel. However, they decide to change
it for two reasons. First, if they
lose the Struggle, then putting Yarrel
into play in their hope endangers her
further. Losing the Struggle means you
don’t get your hope, which means Yarrel
is not saved, which means maybe she’ll
be killed. They don’t want that. Second,
Meg’s objective makes it clear that
Yarrel was only bait. They want their
hope to really stab at The Authority’s
heart, to go after something it cares
about. Since The Authority doesn’t care
about Yarrel anymore, they choose to
set their hope to “We kill Zlo Otec.”
Meg describes the display that Jake
is reading beginning to flicker,
the letters changing to a somehowdarker version of the same script.
“Who are you?” it says. Emily throws
the dice and says Jake shouts “NO!”
at the pad, causing it to blow out
and cauterize the information flow.
“We’ve got to go!” he says, and
the kids race out of the room.

the bitch, then,” he says.
Emily grabs the dice again before
anyone else can, rolls, and says that
Jake leads the kids through the sewage
system. They grumble about how awful it
smells, but eventually find their way
into Yarrel’s cellblock and blast her
out.
The kids fight their way down to
the hangar bay, and Meg says that
when they reach the ship, both
Zlo Otec and Tet Lobo are there,
waiting at the ship’s gangway.
Joshua rolls now, and fails. He decides
not to sell out (p. 51), though, so
Meg gets to say how it’s Lot’s fault
that they fail. Given that in the
We Won scene, it’s necessary that
the YOs have an apparent victory,
she decides that their failure
won’t be clear until later.
She says that Lot leads the assault
on the ship, firing wildly. During
the fight, Yarrel summons a glowing
blue double-headed spear of psychic
energy and holds off Zlo Otec and his
dull-red mind-energy cutlass. As The
Harrier's ramp is raising and Lot
pilots the ship into the air, Jake
Cloudstepper reaches out with his
nascent powers and pulls Yarrel into
the ship. In the chaos of the fight
and celebration over “winning” it,
Meg says no one notices the tracking
device embedded on the bottom of the
ship. She ends the scene there.

Meg cuts to a room with a holocaster.
A man kneeling in front of it rises,
puts on a red helmet which obscures
his face before we can see it, and
then steps out of the room. Tet Lobo is
waiting outside with a squad of elite
Shock Commandos. Otec asks Lobo if “the
device” is on the ship, and the soldier
wordlessly confirms it. “Let’s go kill
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Which AF or friendship
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first five seconds?
* Have a Struggle
Authority claims: 6 or 8

*

Example: Scene five, We’re
Fucked
As she intended, Meg gets to set the We’re Fucked scene.

Authority Figure
A world-smashing space station that throws asteroids at nearlight speed into planets.

First five seconds
Meg jumps time forward a month. On the Resistance planet
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Scene six: Who Wins
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Authority claims: 5 or 9

Example: Scene six,
Who
Wins
It’s Emily’s turn to set
the scene again.

Authority Figure
Zlo Otec, the King’s chi
ef executioner and hea
d of the Order of
the Singularity.
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First five seconds
Jake, Lot, and Shaia
are in a mission briefi
ng about the
Resistance’s plan to
destroy the space sta
tion. Meg asks for
some background detail
s about how they got
there, and Emily says
that the remnants of
the Resistance fled to
their last holdout
world, Ragoleth. Arsten
Prime had a great dea
l of information

on the station from his time
in it,
and Jake and the Resistance
scientists
extracted it successfully. Now
they’re
planning a massive attack to
destroy
the space station.

Free roleplay
Meg takes over, and says that
the
bat-like alien, Captain Akto
on, is
explaining how they plan to
destroy
the station. The plan is to have
small
fighters harry the station and
occupy
its defense systems while the
cruisers
bomb the planetoid-ship. He then
asks
for volunteers to pilot these
fighters,
and the clique offers themselv
es
without pause.
The briefing is ended and the
kids talk
about what they’re going to do.
Some of
the bubbling romantic issues
are hinted
at a little more, and as thin
gs draw to
a close, Meg calls for the Stru
ggle.

Struggle
Meg says her objective is to
destroy
The Resistance as a movement
. The YOs
name their hope as the destruct
ion of
the space station.
Meg starts off by getting them
out
into space, and saying that when
they come upon the station, not
only
does it scramble uncountable
attack
squads of Sabrecraft, but ther
e’s a
full complement of Royal Skyc
racker
cruisers! Joshua rolls first
and says
that he’s been showing the Resi
stance
fighters some fancy techniqu
es in the
past few months, and as a resu
lt they’re
easily out-flying and out-figh
ting the
Shock Commandos: for each Resi
stance
fighter that goes down, the Resi
stance
destroys five Sabrecraft.
Meg says a wing of Sabrecraft
heads
toward them, one lead by a new
ship
unlike the others. Most Sabr
ecraft are
perfect matte-black arrows of
metal.
This one is a jagged flying arro
whead
of translucent, dull-crimson
crystal.
She tells Emily that Jake inst
antly
knows Zlo Otec is piloting that
ship.

Emily pauses, thinking about
that, and
Vincent grabs the dice and roll
s while
she does so. Shaia snaps Jake
out of his
reverie by pointing out exci
tedly that
she’s found a structural weak
ness in
the station. If they’re willing
to fly
their little fighters into the
trench
that houses and defends the stat
ion’s
planet-destroying gun, they can
launch
missiles into the heart of the
station
and destroy it.
Meg counters by having Otec’s
wing follow the clique’s into
the
bore and start to fire upon them
freely. Furthermore, she says
that
Jake can feel his father reac
hing
out with his mind, trying to
take over young Cloudstepper
.
Emily eagerly rolls, but her
dice
fail her! She thinks for a mome
nt, and
decides that this is worth sell
ing out
(p. 51). She chooses for Jake
’s Means
conviction (p. 11) to change
from Tough
to Vicious. Meg redacts (p.
51) the
old conviction, then calls on
Emily to
describe what happens.
Jake sees with a flash of psyc
hic
insight that the Commandos are
weak,
held together by fear and the
mental
control of their leader. All
he needs
to do is destroy his father,
and the
weaklings who follow him will
fall
apart. He pivots his fighter
180
degrees and fires on the crys
tal
ship. As his father’s fighter
explodes
into a shower of sparks, some
thing
inside Jake shatters. All thro
ughout
the field of battle, the Shoc
k
Commandos flee or are destroye
d.
Jake pivots his ship back, and
coldly
instructs his wingmates to fire
their
missiles. His tone stills the
words of
shock and sympathy on the lips
of his
companions, and they grimly do
what
they came here to do.
The station is destroyed by the
three
kids and the remaining Commando
s are
mopped up by the combined forc
es.

Bookkeeping
The clique has won the episode,
and Meg
records this fact then ends the
scene.
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Authority claims: 2 or 12

Example: Scene se
ven, Dust
Settles
It’s Vincent’s turn
to set the scene.

Authority Figure
Tet Lobo, the mute
leader of a Shock
Commando reclamati
noticed that they
on team. Vincent
don’t yet know wha
t happened to him.

First five seconds
The scene starts wit
h the kids on the ext
erior of the vacuum
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-exposed,
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stuff and trapping
king up vital
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about all the terrib
that happened in the
le things
past few months. For
a change, there’s no
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communication.
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Summary: The
episode
Setup
*
*

Each YO comes up with
an Authority Figure (p.
17)
Each YO comes up with
a friendship question
(p. 18)

Scene one: What’s Up
(p. 22)
*

The Story: See the cli
que, their world, their
friendships, and see
changes in that world
what
* Setting the scene
: Which AF or friendshi
p question and what’s
first five seconds?
in the
* Have a Struggle
* Create and record
the Kickoff
Authority claims: 3 or
11

Scene two: Fighting Ba
ck (p. 22)
*

The Story: The clique
takes on the problem,
the first beat (p. 24)
introduced, and you com
is
e up with the Question
(p. 24)
* Setting the scene
: Which AF or friendshi
p
que
sti
first five seconds?
on and what’s in the
* Have a Struggle
Authority claims: 3 or
11

Scene three: Heating
Up (p. 26)
*
*

The Story: Tension mou
nts and the stakes get
higher
Setting the scene:
Which AF or friendshi
p question and what’s
first five seconds?
in the
* Have a Struggle
Authority claims: 4 or
10

Scene four: We Won (p
. 28)
*
*

The Story: Looks like
everything is going to
go just fine for the
Setting the scene:
clique
Which AF or friendshi
p question and what’s
first five seconds?
in the
* Have a Struggle
Authority claims: 2 or
12
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(p. 30)
Scene five: We’re Fucked
the
ers an awful setback, and
The Story: The clique suff
ced
rodu
int
is
second beat (p. 30)
stion
Which AF or friendship que
* Setting the scene:
e seconds?
and what’s in the first fiv
le
ugg
Str
a
e
Hav
*
Authority claims: 6 or 8

*

)
Scene six: Who Wins (p. 32
wins the episode, and the
The Story: We find out who
ed
wer
Question (p. 24) is ans
stion
Which AF or friendship que
* Setting the scene:
nds?
seco
e
fiv
st
fir
and what’s in the
* Have a Struggle
Authority claims: 5 or 9

*

(p. 34)
Scene seven: Dust Settles
lection
The Story: A moment of ref
sode
epi
t
nex
of
p
setu
and
stion
Which AF or friendship que
* Setting the scene:
nds?
seco
e
fiv
and what’s in the first
* Have a Struggle
Authority claims: 2 or 12

*

Aftermath (p. 36)
*

or System of Control
Create or convert an Exploit
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Throwing Your Body
Upon the Gears

and the
Revolutions are struggles between everyday people
over. In Misspent
motherfuckers who use their power to screw them
Authority enough
Youth, when the Youthful Offenders piss off The
calls for a
player
ity
Author
The
them,
to
ion
to make it pay attent
While you could
Struggle, and that’s when you break out the dice.
there’s a fight
merely negotiate between players what happens when
Struggle allows
a
in
t
inheri
ness
or an intense argument, the random
les lead to fun
for shit to go down in an entirely new way. Strugg
you may not have
and exciting moments that tug the story in new ways
previously anticipated.
Struggle per scene (p.
You’ve gotta have one — and no more than one —
ity wants to
21). When the clique is doing something that The Author
le.
Strugg
a
start
to
place
good
a
stop, that’s
entire clique. There
All Struggles are between The Authority and the
and a single YO, and
guys
bad
the
n
betwee
les
Strugg
are no one-on-one
there are no YO vs. YO Struggles.
no way for the game
Since YO vs. YO Struggles are not possible, there’s
nt between
argume
an
If
ters.
to resolve arguments between the charac
about it at the
talk
ess,
pointl
or
ar,
circul
,
boring
s
become
the kids
Maybe you can do
player-to-player level. Maybe you can resolve it.
The Authority step
what I do when this kind of shit happens and have
in to remind them what’s worth fighting for.
Struggles don’t have to take place moment-to-moment.
You can have the elements of a Struggle take place
over the course of days, weeks, or months.
engaged. If they’re
Finally, in all Struggles all the characters are
still be rolling
not there physically or by telepresence, they could
That can get
s.
friend
their
on
had
they’ve
impact
the
to represent
recommend you
ly
strong
I
why
is
This
kinda weird and clunky, though.
le.
possib
as
much
as
er
togeth
YOs
the
keep

Overview of a
Struggle

Take out a copy of the
Struggle sheet, which
you can find on
the website (misspent
youthgame.com) or in
the back of the book
(p. 86), and set it in
the middle of the tab
le. Whenever a YO
rolls the dice, she wil
l be marking whatever
number she hit on
the Struggle sheet. Put
two 6-sided dice in the
middle of the
sheet. Make sure each
of you has six tokens
unique to you. I
prefer to use poker chi
ps but anything will
do as long as you
can tell who a given
token belongs to.
Struggles start when
The Authority calls for
one. The
Authority says what he
wants, then the YOs say
what they, as a
group, want. The Author
ity makes an initial
attack against the
clique at the start of
the Struggle, and the
first YO player to
respond rolls the dic
e and puts markers dow
n on the Struggle
sheet on the number he
rolled. The Authority
reacts, then puts
markers on predetermine
d numbers on the Strugg
le sheet during
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dice. The Authority
his turns. (Note: Only YO players roll
until one side of the
forth
and
back
never does.) This continues
a number they claimed by
hit
they
if
win
YOs
The
wins.
other
ly, if they hit a number
rolling it previously, and lose, usual
s up and finishes
clean
one
The Authority claimed. Then every
.
scene
the
roleplaying
m is very
I want to note that the Struggle syste
w it exactly
follo
to
sure
make
d
shoul
fiddly and you
a couple of
get
you
If
the first few times you play.
sed.
confu
very
be
may
you
wrong
s
thing
small

When to start a
Struggle

geous thing the YOs do
You can have fun letting the first outra
you have to have a
that
know
They
it.
ting
resis
ut
pass witho
us opportunity for
obvio
an
up
ng
passi
so
Struggle in the scene,
one can be pretty creepy.
down or are threatening
A lot of times I wait until things slow
kick them back into
to
gle
to stall, and then throw out a Strug
the tension
where
t
momen
a
into
slice
to
life. It’s also fun
in shooting at
come
dudes
g
Havin
between the YOs is really high.
Joanie how much he
tell
ly
final
to
about
y’s
Johnn
as
them just
loves her enhances that tension.
an idea of what you want
You can also go into the scene with
though. Don’t get so
ble,
flexi
Be
the Struggle to be about.
you ignore something far
that
see
to
want
you
what
on
up
hung
have gone into the scene
more important. For example, you may
YOs’ food supplies, but
the
up
assuming you’d be trying to blow
addressing some
start
rs
playe
e
cliqu
the
scene
if during the
more interesting
be
may
it
on,
tensi
previously-hidden romantic
ad.
to have the Struggle be about that inste
YOs are itching to initiate
Finally, it may be obvious that the
ing “hey let us do
shout
but
all
are
e
peopl
If
gle.
a Strug
to start a Struggle. At
l
signa
good
y
prett
something!” that’s a
want it and say that
they
least acknowledge that you get that
yet.
them
to
it
g
you’re not givin

Hope and
objective
gle, he names his
After The Authority starts the Strug
hope. If the YOs win
their
on
e
decid
YOs
the
objective and
Authority loses his
The
and
hope
the Struggle they get their
and objectives is
hopes
of
scope
The
).
versa
vice
(and
objective
You can’t be too
.
right
just
hit
to
thing
a tricky and important
fic.
speci
too
wide-ranging, but you also can’t be
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or effect of what happens
Hopes and objectives are the result
you’re going to get what
during the Struggle. So if you say how
get the plans” is
gonna
e
“We’r
up.
it
ng
fucki
you want, you’re
thinking we belong
into
s
guard
the
kosher, “We’re going to trick
Leave the path
not.
is
”
plans
the
us
give
them
have
there and

to victory open. Hopes
and objectives are not
tactical plans, they’r
strategic goals.
e
The hope and objective
have to be something
that can be achieved
the characters themse
by
lves. You can have the
hope “Convince him tha
he’s fighting for the
t
wrong side,” but you can
’t have the hope “End
world hunger.” At lea
st, it can’t be the eff
ect of a single Strugg
Can The Authority ach
le.
ieve its objective thr
ough its Systems of Con
(p. 5) or the powers
trol
and agents that have
been established for
the game? If so, it’s
it in
a valid objective. If
not
,
it’s not. Same goes for
the YOs. Can they mak
e what they want to hav
e happen happen with
convictions (p. 10)
their
and Exploits (p. 6)?
If so, cool. Otherwise
hope’s not valid.
, the
YOs: if The Authority
loses, it’s not going
to get its objective,
so don’t make your hop
e “We hope The Author
ity doesn’t get what
it wants.” That’s alread
y going to (not) happen
. Instead, ask for
something new, and ask
for something meaningfu
l. Same goes for The
Authority. Whatever you
name as your hope wil
l be lost if it wins.
There’s a special wri
nkle to keep in mind
when you’re playing The
Authority. The YOs hav
e an option you don’t.
It’s been mentioned
briefly before, and I’l
l get into it in greate
r detail later, but if
they’re going to lose
they can always sell
out a conviction (p.
and win a Struggle any
51)
way. Whether or not to
sell out a conviction
should be a difficult
decision, a moment of
ten
sion. So if you always
set objectives so awf
ul that there’s no fuc
king way they’re going
let themselves lose,
to
all that tension is gon
e. If you go into every
Struggle intending to
lop off limbs, kill fam
ily members, and turn
favorite pets into min
dless killing machines
for The Authority,
Struggles will lose all
tension. The YOs are
always going to sell
out. You need to get to
know the people you’re
playing with and pitch
your objectives to be
evil, but not so evil
that they’d always rat
sacrifice their youthf
her
ul innocence. Make it
a hard choice.

YO death
Don’t try to kill
YOs with your obje
ctive. First,
it’s an objective
that YOs are alwa
ys going to
sell out to avoid,
so it’s boring th
e same way any
obvious sell-out
objective is. Seco
nd, this is a
game about examin
ing the friendshi
p of the kids
you started the ga
me with. Constantl
y jacking
new YOs into the
mix robs you of th
e opportunity
to take the good,
long look at the
friendships
that the game is
meant to provide.

Example: Hope and
objective
Daniel, Gabby, Judd, and Terry are playing a PG-rat
ed game where
The Authority is the FBI and the YOs are a group
of kids and
their secret alien pal. Gabby is playing The Author
ity; Judd is
playing Pelag Tau (PT), a cute, squat, blue-skinned
alien; Daniel
is playing Ethan, the boy who found the alien; and
Terry is
playing Beatrice (Beatie), Ethan’s tomboy younger
sister. They’re
in the Who Wins scene (p. 32). PT has successfully
contacted his
people to take him back to his alien world, and they’re
on their
way. However, the FBI captured PT in a prior scene
and are about
to dissect him in a trailer in the forest.
During the scene, Gabby calls for a struggle in respons
e to Ethan
and Beatie finding out where PT was being kept. Her
initial
thought for an objective is “Destroy the alien vessel
before it
lands.” She realizes that they’ll definitely sell
out to prevent
this, however. So she revises her objective to “Stran
d these
aliens on Earth, too.” The clique’s initial instinc
t is “Free PT”
but everyone knows that’s going to happen anyway.
Instead, they
decide their hope will be “Deliver PT to his people
.”
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e. Not only
ectives from scene to scen
Don’t repeat hopes and obj
over
and
r
ove
e things contested
is it boring to see the sam
yers. If
pla
er
oth
the
to
do
to
ng
again, but it’s a shitty thi
can just get
a prior Struggle, but it
you get something out of
soon you’re
tty
pre
o,
int
get
you
le
negated by the next Strugg
e.
gam
k about the
going to stop giving a fuc
s.
on over hopes and objective
Sometimes there’s negotiati
is
id,
stup
ective is
If you think a hope or obj
’re
, is wrong for the scene you
uninteresting, goes too far
most
—
and
so,
say
,
ore
e bef
in, or repeats one that cam
alternate suggestion.
importantly — provide an

First exchange
The Struggle is made up of exchanges, each
of which has an Authority turn, and a
clique turn. To simplify it a great deal,
during an exchange, The Authority does
something, then one of the YOs grabs the
dice, rolls, and says what he is doing.

Authority turn
*
*

*
*

The Authority does not roll the dice now — or ever.
The Authority player narrates The Authority taking direct action. This
narration gets toward achieving his objective and to denying the YOs their
hope. His narration is incremental, meaning it can’t successfully get him
his objective and it can’t utterly block the clique’s hope. It has to be an
action that approaches the objective without achieving it. It should also be
something that compels the YOs to act, something that makes them feel outraged
or endangered. Try and make your narration poke at something that will really
set off another player or his character.
The Authority waits to put down any tokens until later.
The Authority then says “Who’s going to stand up?” This is a key phrase. Once
it’s spoken, important shit can happen. Until it is, the YOs have to hang back.

Clique turn
*
*

The first person to either grab the dice or say she wants to stand up in
response to The Authority’s question gets to go first. If there’s any doubt who
was first, The Authority judges.
YO player: you may not say what you are going to do now. I know you want to.
Shut up. If you absolutely have to, you can think of what you might like to
do, but don’t get too attached to your idea. The way the dice work, it’s pretty
likely you’re not going to do what you had planned. When you stand up, you’re
rushing headlong, jumping out of the plane and building your parachute on the
way down. Commit to act before you know what you’re going to do. It’s the only
way this works.

*

does the following:
The YO who’s standing up
ser to 7, like
m together. Dice rolls clo
the
s
add
rolls her dice and
number near
a
the odds of rolling
5 or 9, are better because
hit, you
you
ber
num
the
ls
YO rol
to 7 are higher, and if any
is the
it
ause
bec
,
is even better
win. Rolling a 7 right now
robs The
it
ause
bec
and
in,
aga
hit
most likely number to be
bers
Authority of one of his num
tion
87) and decides which convic
(p.
ord
looks at her Permanent Rec
she’s going to use
my Means: Fast”)
is using (e.g., “I’m using
says what conviction she
move toward the
the chosen conviction to
describes how her YO uses
it
ing
iev
ach
clique’s hope without
tokens and
led by taking one of her
claims the number she rol
ber she rolled (this
num
the
on
t
shee
le
ugg
putting it on the Str
t)
placed on the Struggle shee
is the first token to be
t to the
nex
ord
Rec
led on her Permanent
writes the number she rol
conviction she used
again during this
the conviction you chose
You won’t be able to use
e. Also, remember
scen
er
lat
a
in
it again
Struggle, but you can use
s to fight The
one
e
fre
e
victions just lik
that you can use sold con
Authority in Struggles.
t’s already been
rates can’t contradict wha
Whatever the YO player nar
If a bystander was
n. Things can’t unhappen.
established in the fictio
— unless your
shot
unget
can’t have him
shot, he’s still shot. You
time.
in
k
you travel briefly bac
Exploits or convictions let
ribe “taking the
ing, The Authority must desc
After the YO’s done narrat
ng to the YO’s
cti
rea
s
his Authority Figure
blow.” That is, he must show
Just don’t
.
etc
d,
fuse
con
up,
ten
duped, bea
successful action: being
t.
nex
es
com
t
fight back, yet. Tha
say what they’re doing to
er’s excellent
ase stolen from Vincent Bak
(“Taking the blow” is a phr
yed it you
pla
and
d
rd. If you haven’t rea
game Dogs in the Vineya
y it.)
pla
and
e,
gam
his
buy
go
now,
should stop reading right

Example:

First ex
change

Gabby star
ts off he
r turn by
patrolling
saying th
the area
at an agen
outside th
the back
t who’s
where Bea
e trailer
tie and E
is headed
up?” she
than are
asks.
around to
hiding. “W
ward
ho’s goin
g to stan
Terry grab
d
s the dice
good dice
first and
roll beca
rolls. Her
us
numbers.
total is
She decide e 8 is more likel
8, a real
y to be ro
ly
s she’s go
lled than
ing to us
e her M.O
other
Terry says
.
, “I’m usin
and say,
g my M.O.:
‘I’ll mak
‘Brazen to
e a distra
front of
mboy.’ I tu
ction, yo
the FBI ag
rn to Eth
u get PT,’
ent. I sh
an
gramma’s
then I st
out at hi
property
ep out in
m
an
fo
d
think he’s
r skulkin
ask him w
g around
hat he th
gonna buy
on my
inks he’s
her numbe
that for
doing. I
r by putt
long but
don’t
ing one of
he’s thro
sheet, th
wn.” She
her token
en writes
claims
s on 8 on
an 8 next
the
to M.O. on
her Perman Struggle
ent Recor
d.

Gabby says
, “The ag
ent splutt
kid? This
ers, ‘Wha
ar
t are you
grandmothe ea’s been quaranti
talking ab
ned by th
r was noti
out,
e Bureau.
fied of th
little war
I’m sure
is.’ He’s
y, but co
your
mpletely
confused
and still
faked-out
a
for the m
oment.”
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Second exchange

Now The Authority res
ponds to the first YO
roll and gets to claim
numbers. When it claims
some
a number, it puts a mar
ker down and if the YOs
roll that number later
in the Struggle, they
have likely lost. Not
that The Authority nev
e
er claims numbers by
rolling. Its numbers
predetermined depending
are
upon what scene it is.

Authority turn
*

Authority player: narr
ate your response to
the YOs’ actions in
the first roll and tal
k about what you’re doi
ng to
get what you want. Lik
e the YOs, you can’t mak
e shit
unhappen. Also, don’t
spend all your time coc
kblocking
the clique’s awesome.
Make The Authority do
cool things
instead of merely unc
ooling others. Also, don
’t feel like
you need to respond wit
h the same AF who too
k the blow
on the last YO roll, or
even have the response
be about
the same thing exactl
y.
*If the YOs didn’t get
7 on the first roll,
The Authority claims
7 by putting a token
on it on the
Struggle sheet. From
this point forward, if
anyone rolls
a 7, The Authority will
* Scene one, What
win unless the YO who
’s Up: 3 or 11
rolled is
willing to sacrifice
* Scene two, Figh
his
inn
ocence (p. 51).
ting Back: 3 or 11
*If the YOs did roll
* Scene three: He
7 on their first roll
ating Up: 4 or 10
, you
don’t get 7.
* Scene four: We
Won: 2 or 12
*Now The Authority cla
* Scene five: We
ims one of the two num
’re Fucked: 6 or
it is permitted to tak
bers
8
* Scene six: Wh
e based on what scene
o Wins: 5 or 9
it is by
pla
cin
g a token on that num
* Scene seven: Du
ber. To see what number
st Settles: 2 or
could claim check the
s you
12
table on this page.
Claim whichever number
has fewer claims on its
side.
For example, if the YOs
rolled 6, and it’s the
scene where you get to
Wha
t’s Up
claim 3 or 11,

Numbers that
The Authority
claims,
by scene

you’d have to claim 11
since it’s on the opposi
te side of 6.

However, if the YOs rol
led 7,

you may claim only one
of the two numbers you
have available to
you. So in the above
example, you can pick
3 or 11. Which one
you choose doesn’t mat
ter mathematically so
go with whatever
you feel like.
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*

From this point forwar
d, if the YOs hit one
of the numbers you

*

claimed in this step, you win unless the YO is
willing to permanently sell out part of himself
(p. 51).
The Authority asks, “Who’s standing up?”

Clique turn
*

*

The first person to say “I am” or grab the dice in
response to The Authority asking who’s going to
stand up gets to roll next. This can be the same
person who rolled last time. You don’t have to
take turns. However, if you’re hogging the dice too
much, you’re being a dick to your friends, so don’t.
The YO rolls his dice and, again, must not say
what he is going to do.
After this die roll, the Struggle may be won or
lost, or it may continue.
It’s won or lost if the YO hits a number already
claimed by someone.
It continues if he rolls a number that hasn’t been
claimed by anyone.
I’ll talk more later on about what happens when
he hits a number that’s claimed (p. 45), but
for now I’ll focus on what happens if he hits
an open number.

*

If the die result is an open number, one not
already claimed by The Authority or a member
of the clique, the YO who rolled repeats the
procedure from the first roll (p. 45). He:
rolls the dice (let’s say in this
case he gets a 5),
picks a conviction,
tells what it is,
says what he’s doing,
claims his number by putting a marker down on the
number he rolled, and
writes that number on his Permanent Record.
Shock

Logo.p
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Now The Authority takes the blow again (p. 45)
before he takes his turn.
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Example: Second exchange

Now it’s time for Gabby to
respond. She says, “Cut to
inside the trailer, where
PT is restrained and surr
ounded by government scie
ntists. A kindly-looking
smiles down at him and coo
lady
s gently, ‘It’s ok. This won
’t hurt, fella,’ like she’
talking to a skittish ani
s
mal. She nods at the anesthe
siologist next to her,
who nods in turn, gives PT
a smile of her own, and star
ts
to
knockout-gas-delivery-mas
lower one of those
k things onto his nose and
mouth. They’re totally goi
to knock him out and star
ng
t cutting him open.”

Since the YOs didn’t hit
7, she gets to have 7. Sin
ce it’s the Who Wins scen
Gabby has to claim 5 or 9.
e,
There are fewer claimed num
bers on the 5 side, so
she must claim 5. She cla
ims her numbers by puttin
g her tokens on them on the
Struggle sheet.

“Who is going to stand up?
” she asks.
Daniel, who’s been hoveri
ng over the dice with a big
shit-eating grin on his
face while Gabby was spea
king, grabs the dice the
minute she says the magic
words. He’s got an idea of
how to take advantage of
his sister’s distraction,
he knows when to keep his
but
mouth shut. He rolls the
dice and gets an 11.
“Goddamnit!” he groans. It’s
a pretty shitty roll, bec
ause the probability of one
of the others rolling an
11 again is low. He looks
over his Permanent Record
decides he’ll use Means.
and
“I’m using my Means: Smart.
I poke my head up, notice
what’s about to happen, and
look around like crazy. I
notice the generator
chugging along next to me.
I pull a multi-tool out of
my pocket, pop the casing,
and yank and fiddle with
the wires until there’s a
burst, a spark, and a little
fire. The lights go out in
the trailer and I sneak in
during the chaos.”
He claims 11 by putting one
of his tokens on the Strugg
le sheet on 11 and writes
11 next to his Means convic
tion.

Now Gabby has to take the
blow. She says, “It’s a mad
house in there. Normally
they have a guard on the
front door but you’re abl
e to sneak in and hide beh
rack of servers.”
ind a
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Clique turn

m the first and the
and repeats the process fro
The YO who stood up rolls
il the Struggle
unt
up
it
know about that. Keep
second roll. You already
hitting a number
by
le
ugg
Str
the
end
you
r, if
ends. What happens, howeve
d?
that’s already been claime

tion
Winning on your own convic

their hope, and
med, you win. The YOs get
If you hit a number you clai
:
case
s
thi
In
ve.
cti
obje
The Authority is denied his

*

you rolled
your markers is on 5 because
if you roll a 5 and one of
at your
k
Loo
.
YOs
le, you win for the
it earlier on in the Strugg
describe how you
and
5
on
is
tion
vic
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Permanent Record to see wha
ty his objective.
h it, and deny The Authori
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. Just say what
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Winning on someone else’s
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, you win your
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s, influence,
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MONTH
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The Authority
If you hit a number that
your fault. The
it’s
and
,
claimed, you lose
ng what your
ati
Authority takes over narr
and get his
hope
your
lose
to
does
character
kup in the
fuc
your
es
rib
objective, and desc
g way possible. In
stin
ere
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and
gic
tra
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this case:

Sensorium 2

Ass to Mouth
Sucking Frodo'
s Cock
Pillow Pants.

LIVE THE MUSIC.
um,
sensori
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Downlo r brain at
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ou
y
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t
Poin
mUR
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JUST FIVE BUCK

Straight-up losing

Fire

S.

*

*

*

if you roll a 7, you fucked
up somehow and
lost for your side. Sucks,
right? Well,
all’s not lost. At this poin
t, you have a
decision to make. Is it mor
e important
for you to win this Strugg
le, or for your
character to stay the youn
g, hopeful,
innocent, idealistic warr
ior he started out
as? If winning matters mor
e, you can always
sell out your convictions.
* When choosing how to desc
ribe your fuck-up,
I encourage The Authority
to take special
note of the YO’s sold-out
convictions (p.
10) and use those as inspira
tion. If you
don’t have anything sold
out, the Disorder
conviction (p. 13) is a
good substitute.

Winning by selling out
*

If you hit a number that
The Authority
claimed, but you don’t wan
t to lose, you can
sell out your convictions
for immediate
victory, winning your hope
and undoing The
Authority’s objective. In
this case:

*

if you roll a 7, you can say
“fuck that” to
losing, and choose to sell
out instead.
* Only you can sell out
now. No one else
can step in and save you
from making this
decision. Once you make it,
you can’t back
out of it and no one can
sell out for you.
It’s in your hands whethe
r you accept the
loss or become more of a
prick to win.
* Pick one of your convic
tions to sell out.
this conviction still has
to
be free (p. 10)
you can’t have used it yet
in this Struggle,

*

this conviction will never
be free again —
it’s irrevocably tainted

Tell everyone which convic
tion you’re going
to sell out.
* Using the sold-out ver
sion of this
conviction, describe doin
g something so
vile, heinous, and Authori
ty-like that
it makes everyone writhe
and groan with
loathing and sadness. If
it doesn’t make
all the players sad and unc
omfortable,
you’re slacking and everyon
e else is
obligated to tell you so.
You’re permanently
becoming more like The Aut
hority to
achieve your short-term goa
ls. That’s
gross. Play it up. Be prepar
ed to try
again if people call bull
shit.
* If the conviction is clos
ed (p. 10), The
Authority redacts the free
version.
This means he takes a blac
k marker and
scribbles over the free ver
sion of the
conviction so that it can
no longer
be read. From now on, you
only use the
sold version of the convic
tion.
* If the conviction is open
(p. 12), write
the new version of it. It
has to befit the

A really weird
situation that
happens once in
sixty games
So it turns out something
very strange
can happen if you play the
game enough.
It’s so fucking annoying
it’s barely
worth talking about, but
sooner or later
someone’s going to run int
o it, and this
way I can at least say “I
told you so”
when I answer your questio
n. Here goes:
If the YOs hit 7 on their
first roll, and
the Struggle continues unt
il every space
on the board is filled, the
last space to
be filled will be filled
by a YO roll.
It will now be The Author
ity’s turn to
take action, but you won’t
have any open
spaces to put down more mar
kers.
So have The Authority tak
e action like it
would anyway, but don’t put
down a marker.
After you narrate what The
Authority
is doing, ask “Who’s stan
ding up?” but
remember you’re not puttin
g down a
marker.
Whoever grabs or says fir
st rolls, like
normal, and this will det
ermine who wins
the Struggle.

narration you just gave, and it has to
relate in some way to the free version.
Run it by everyone else before you settle
on it. The Authority then redacts the free
version. Again, you may only use the sold
version from now on.
* Remember, you can’t sell out your Disorder
conviction (p. 13) unless it’s the only
free conviction you have left. If you do
so, that means this is the last episode of
the series (p. 59).
* Just because you can sell out, doesn’t
always mean you should. Yes, it’s nice to
win every Struggle, but think carefully
about whether it’s worth it in this case or
not. Do you want to take the story in this
dark direction right now? Is this a place
where maybe you can afford to lose? Maybe
losing even makes the story better. Think
about the pacing of the series, too. Once
any Youthful Offender has sold out all of
his convictions, this episode is the last
one of the series. Are you ready to let
it end yet? Has the clique accomplished
everything they want to? Are you going to
have enough Exploits (p. 6) to beat The
Authority in endgame (p. 59)?

After the Struggle
At the end of the Struggle, clear away the
tokens from the Struggle sheet, erase any
marks on your permanent record, and continue
to roleplay the scene to its conclusion.
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Clique turn
Judd offers to sta
nd up, and takes
the dice. He doesn
’t know what he
wants to do but he
knows he wants
to do something.
He rolls a 12 and
everyone hisses at
his bad luck.

Example:
Future
exchanges
So now there’s a bunch of chaos in the
trailer and it’s The Authority’s turn.

Authority turn
Gabby says, “Outside, the minute
the power goes out in the trailer,
the agent with Beatie goes rigid
and grabs her by the arm. He starts
to reach for his holstered sidearm
with his other hand. Meanwhile,
half the agents in the operations
trailer rush past Ethan, drawing
their guns. Beatie’s in trouble.”

“I’m using Means:
Brutal” which is
a
sold out Convicti
on. He thinks for
a
moment, keeps the
PG rating in mind
,
then says, “PT cl
oses his eyes and
concentrates for
a moment. His body
’s
size and density
begins to expand
rapidly and the str
aps holding him
snap loudly. He sit
s up quickly and
whacks Kind Lady
with superdense an
d
superbig fists, kn
ocking her out. He
turns to where Et
han is hiding. “Yo
u
brought the bikes,
right? Let’s get
out of here,” he
thinks at him.
Judd claims 12 by
putting a marker
on
the Struggle sheet
on 12, then writes
12 next to his Me
ans.

Gabby says, “The
two doctors fall
limp and the othe
r scientists rush
to
take care of them
as Ethan and PT ru
n
out to help Beatie
.”

Authority turn
Gabby continues,
“A bunch of agents
circle Beatie wi
th their guns
drawn. The guy she
tricked has
her gripped by th
e upper arm but
hasn’t pulled his
gun. He still
seems a little da
zed. There’s a
confused babble as
they all demand
different things
from her.”
She claims the wo
rst number, a 3.

Gabby has to claim one of the worst
numbers available to her, and that’s
2 or 12 in this case. There are two
claims on 12’s side and one on 2’s, so
she claims 2 by putting a marker on the
Struggle sheet on 2.

“Who’s going to stand up?” she asks.
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“Who’s standing up
?”

Clique turn
Judd grabs the di
ce and rolls. He
gets a 6! That’s mo
re like it. “I’m
gonna use my Disor
der, ‘Likes to
light things on fi
re with his brain.’
PT glares at the
bad men with guns,
then at their guns,
and grins. In
moments they’re tu
rning red with
heat. ‘Let’s go,’
he thinks at Beat
ie

and Ethan, ‘now!’”
writes 6 next to
He drops a token on 6 and
his Disorder.

y drop
Gabby takes the blow: “The
cursing
y,
ckl
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tty
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s
their gun
like idiots.
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You’ve got plenty of time
rescue.”
the
to
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hea
the bikes and
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“Who stands up?” she asks.

Clique turn
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cont.
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Alternate possibility two: Beatie
wins with someone else’s conviction
Terry picks up the dice, rolls, and hits
an 11. That’s one of Daniel’s tokens.
She asks him what conviction it’s for
and he checks his Permanent Record. It’s
his Means: Smart. Terry decides that
one of those times Ethan was droning at
her about police procedure, Beatie was
actually listening.
She says, “Beatie starts pedaling harder
and catches up with her brother and PT.
PT’s balanced on the grocery-carrier
thing that’s over the back tire ‘cause
his legs are too short to sit on the seat
or to pedal himself. She shouts over at
Ethan, ‘Hey, Braniac, they’re gonna do
that thing where they break the forest
down into quadrants and stuff, right?’
They all talk about what methods the
agents are going to use, and Beatie
figures out a plan of movement through
the forest — which she knows really
well — that’ll let them evade the Feds.

Alternate possibility three: Beatie
just loses
Terry picks up the dice and rolls, and
hits a 7. Crap! What to do? It’s the Who
Wins scene (p. 32), and it’s going to
determine whether they get to create an
Exploit or convert a System of Control
into an Exploit for this episode (p.
36). A loss in this scene is really going
to hurt.
Terry just can’t bear to have Beatie
do something so terrible right now,
though. She’s had a really tough episode,
already sold out a conviction, and she
can’t bear to think of how messed-up her
girl will be if she sells out again.
“No, I’m not gonna sell out. Beatie loses
for us.”
Gabby asks to look over Beatie’s
Permanent Record, and decides she’s
going to use Beatie’s recently soldout Motive: Nihilistic for inspiration.
“Beatie insists she knows the forest
better than any of you and makes you
follow her. She leads you up on this
high, craggy trail that would be
quicker, if only it weren’t so dangerous.
She’s perfectly happy to race along it
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but
the other two of you are freaked
out and sure you’re going to crash.
You wind up going slower, and getting
there just in time to see the SWAT
team detonate the alien ship. Soldiers
are surrounding a half dozen of PT’s
people.”

Alternate possibility four: Beatie
sells out
Terry picks up the dice and rolls, and
hits a 7. Crap! What to do? It’s the Who
Wins scene, and it’s going to determine
whether or not they get to create an
Exploit, either by converting a System
of Control into an Exploit (p. 36) or
making up a brand new one. A loss in
this scene is really going to hurt.
She decides she’s going to sell out
again, even though she already sold
out to win an earlier Struggle in this
episode. This scene is really important
to win, and worth it.
Terry thinks it’s time to sell out her
Means (p. 11), which is Fast, and she
has an idea of how to go about becoming
creepily Efficient.
“I’m going to sell out my Means from
Fast to Efficient. Beatie drops back and
shouts, ‘Go ahead, I got these jerks!’
then pulls off the trail they were on.
She doubles back and starts going Rambo
on them. She manages to get the drop
on one guy with the slingshot in her
backpack. She beans him right in the
forehead and he drops cold, then she
looms over his body and picks up the MP5
submachine gun he was carrying. She then
makes her way through the forest, holds
up the FBI guys, takes and ditches their
guns, and zip-ties them to each other.”
Given that up until now, Beatie was a
happy-go-lucky 12-year-old girl, and
given the fact that this is a PG-rated
series, everyone agrees that the image
of this angelic little girl carrying a
submachine gun and holding up federal
agents counts as an unsettling sell-out
of her convictions.
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Summary:
Fighting The
Authority
Struggles (p. 21)
Must have one per scene
per scene
May not have more than one
Authority
The
by
d
A Struggle is declare
Struggle when
a
for
s
call
ty
hori
Aut
The
sting
most dramatically intere

*
*
*
*

Objective and hope

(p. 42)

e room to
wide ends, not means, leav
Objectives and hopes are
see how it happens
ctive
The Authority declares obje
hope
s
lare
dec
ue
cliq
The

*
*
*

First exchange (p. 44)
*
*
*

t (p. 86)
Set out the Struggle shee
Put two 6-sided dice on it
six
kers and The Authority has
Each YO has five unique mar

Authority turn
*
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*

doing to push toward his
The Authority says what he’s
objective
gonna stand up?”
The Authority asks, “Who’s

Clique turn
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

The first YO to grab
the dice or say he’s goi
ng gets to go
Do not say what you’re
going to do
Roll the two 6-sided
dice and add them
Pick your conviction
Say what conviction you
’re using
Describe what you’re
doing
Claim your number by
putting a marker on it
on the Struggle sheet
Write your number nex
t to the conviction you
used
The Authority narrate
s taking the blow

Second exchange (p.
46)
Authority turn
*
*

The Authority says wha
t he’s doing
The Authority claims
7 by putting a token
on the Struggle sheet
7 unless the YOs roll
on
ed it in the first roll
* The Authority claims
one of two numbers ava
ilable to him based on
what scene it is:
Scene one, What’s Up:
3 or 11
Scene two, Fighting Bac
k: 3 or 11
Scene three: Heating
Up: 4 or 10
Scene four: We Won: 2
or 12
Scene five: We’re Fuc
ked: 6 or 8
Scene six: Who Wins:
5 or 9
Scene seven: Dust Set
tles: 2 or 12
* He claims the number
that has fewer claims
on its side of the
line, and if neither
number has more claims
on its side, he claims
whichever he wants
* The Authority asks,
“Who’s gonna stand up?
”

Clique turn
*
*
*
*

The first YO to grab
the dice or say he’s goi
ng gets to go
Do not say what you’re
going to do
Roll
At this point you can
win, lose, or the Strugg
le can move forward
another step

Moving forward (p. 47
)
*

*

If the YOs roll a num
ber no one claimed, the
Struggle moves forwar
Pick a conviction you
d
haven’t used yet this
Struggle
Say what conviction you
’re using
Describe what you’re
doing
Claim your number by
putting a marker on it
on the Struggle sheet
Write your number nex
t to the conviction you
used
The Authority narrates
taking the blow
Move on to “Future exc
hanges,” below

Winning
*

You win by hitting a
number claimed by the
clique
Hitting your own convic
tion (p. 50): narrate
winning the YOs’ hope
with the conviction on
that number
Hitting YO’s convictio
n (p. 50): narrate you
r winning the YOs’ hop
through that other cha
e
racter's conviction
Clear tokens off the
Struggle sheet
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Losing (p. 50)
hority number
You lose if you hit an Aut
e of
you are the cause of failur
The Authority describes how
r
you
g
usin
,
ive
ect
obj
of his
you hope and the winning
iration
insp
for
er
ord
Dis
and
ns
sold convictio
le sheet
Clear tokens off the Strugg
selling out
* You can instead win by

*

51)
Winning by selling out (p.
ber, you can sell out
If you hit an Authority num
out
ing
Say you’re sell
ce and no
one can do it in your pla
Only you can sell out: no
’t
one can tell you that can
in
and that you haven’t used
e
fre
Pick a conviction that’s
this Struggle
’t pick
tion you’re selling out (can
Tell everyone what convic
)
sold
is
g else
Disorder unless everythin
h the sold
wit
e
hop
Narrate winning your
n
tio
vic
con
the
of
sion
ver
’s
and if it’s open, the YO who
The Authority redacts it
sion
ver
selling out writes in a new
le sheet
Clear tokens off the Strugg

*

Future exchanges

(p. 49)
Authority turn
*
*

hority
in the last roll, The Aut
If the Struggle didn’t end
says what he’s doing
h the
worst available number wit
The Authority claims the
line
the
of
fewest claims on that side

Clique turn
*
*
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roll, until
Continues as in the second
lost
or
won
is
the Struggle
le sheet
Clear tokens off the Strugg

End of the Line

The last episode of the series is reached when one of the Youthful
Offenders sells out her last conviction. At the end of that episode,
create or convert your Exploit or System of Control (p. 36) and then
it’s time to figure out the endgame.

For the world
What happens to the world at large? Does The Authority acquire its
Need (p. 4)? Do the YOs get to write a new future?
To find out, you have to compare the number of Exploits (p. 6) to the
number of Systems of Control (p. 5). If the YOs have more Exploits,
then The Authority is overthrown. However, if the number of Systems of
Control is equal to or greater than the number of Exploits, then The
Authority wins.
Whichever side wins gets to narrate what happens in the world after
the series is over. Wait until the fate of each character is decided
before you do this, though.

For your character
To find out your character’s future, roll a 6-sided die for each free
conviction (p. 10) you have and add up all the rolls you make. Then
roll a die for each sold conviction (p. 10), and total them separately.
If the free total is equal to or greater than the sold total, your
character will have a happy ending. If the free total is less than the
sold total, you’re going to have a sad ending. Once everyone has rolled
and totaled, go around the table and say whether you have a happy or
sad ending. Don’t say what happens to your YO yet, though.
Happy endings mean that you don’t become a huge prick after all of
this. Somehow you retain some of your youthful idealism. Sad endings
mean that you become like The Authority, or you grow up to be an
inveterate criminal, or something else you don’t want your character
to have turned into.
Obviously, since the game only ends when someone sells
out her last conviction, at least one person is not
going to have any free dice to roll, and will thus have
a bad ending. However, there’s a way out — sorta.
Once the fates of the YOs are decided in broad strokes, one YO can
sacrifice herself for a friend. If someone has a sad ending and you
have a happy one, you can give up your happy ending, take a sad ending,
and give your friend your happy ending. This can only happen once per
series, and it’s given to the first person who claims it. The “victim”
can’t refuse your offer. You’re forcing a positive future on the other
character, and he doesn’t have a choice in the matter.
If there’s a sacrificer, she says what happens to her character first.
The person whose sell-out ended the series goes next. After that point,
figure it out for yourselves.
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Summary: End of
the line
World
*
*
*
*

(p. 5)
Count Systems of Control
6)
(p.
s
Count Exploit
s, the YOs
If there are more Exploit
er)
(lat
ate
narr
will
win and
tems of
s, or if the number of Sys
If there are fewer Exploit
ty wins and
hori
Aut
The
s,
loit
Exp
of
Control equals the number
will narrate (later)

YO
them
conviction (p. 10) and sum
* Roll a die for each free
them
sum
and
10)
(p.
tion
convic
* Roll a die for each sold
>= sold sum
* Happy ending if free sum
free sum
>
sum
sold
if
ing
end
* Sad
p with one sad ending
* One happy ending can swa
es
* Only one swap per seri
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Aggression
In the words of my
friend, Judd Karl
man, aggressive sce
“... the opposite
ne framing is
of saying, ‘So, wh
addya do next?’ It
the bits on the ch
is combining
aracter sheets an
d the consequence
actions and using
s of the players’
them to make a sce
ne that demands ac
tion.”
Misspent Youth
is not a game wher
e you spend hours
buying magic item
of real-world time
s or talk about ho
w you’re wanderin
in real-time. Get
g the wilderness
to the point, and
make the point ma
YOs in a situation
tter, and put the
where they have to
make a decision.
There’s another me
aning to aggressiv
e scene framing in
though each perso
this game. Even
n is responsible
for providing deta
scene (p. 20), it
ils to set the
’s your responsibi
li
ty to synthesize
into the start of
those details
a scene. You can
use that ability
with the YOs. If
to totally fuck
they tell you that
the scene is goin
Officer Friendly
g to involve
, and they’re all
sitting around on
totally in your po
the corner, it’s
wer to be like, “Ok
, you’re dividing
your latest haul
up the loot from
when Friendly come
s up and says, ‘W
on tape. You kids
e’ve got it all
are coming down to
wn.’” Don’t be an
it, but frame your
asshole about
scenes aggressivel
y. Get to the poin
aggressively, go
t. And also
for the clique’s
throat.

Demagoguery
At the start of a
Struggle, you set
your objective (p
is actually your
. 42). This
main and most effe
ctive way of screw
the clique throug
ing with
h the rules. Make
your objectives be
that really make
things
the YO players fr
oth with rage. Li
before, you don’t
ke I said
want to make selli
ng
out a soft and ob
option, but if yo
vious
u pitch your obje
ctive right, you’l
plenty mad withou
l get them
t the Struggle it
self becoming bori
ng.
Also keep in mind
that when the YOs
lose, they also lo
When you win, it’s
se their hope.
not just that you
get your objectiv
what they staked.
e. They also lose
If they’ve put on
the table convinci
the evil of eating
ng the mob of
cloned alien meat
, and they lose, ma
thinks this is a
ybe the mob now
pretty cool use of
aliens.

Setting a bad exa
mple
Sometimes I see th
e clique reveling
in being evil fuck
certain extent, th
ers. To a
is is a natural ou
tcome from the sel
(p. 51). As they
l-out mechanic
take on more of Th
e
Authority’s ways,
obviously going to
they’re
act more like it.
When I feel like
getting too fucked
things are
up, when they’ve
forgotten they’re
down a bad guy, I
heroes taking
get itchy. Someti
mes what I like to
happens is to set
do when this
my objective to be
something awful th
they want to do.
at I know
“If I win, you ki
ll
th
e school bully.”
up their own like
When you set
ly-intended hope
as your objective,
with them and make
it really fucks
s them reconsider
the kinds of acti
making. Also, it’s
ons they’ve been
manipulative and
passive-aggressive
healthy way to de
, and that’s a
al with your frie
nds, right?

Smarminess
The Authority’s a
bad guy, sure, bu
t sometimes it do
Maybe all the alie
es good things.
n meat is making
people healthier.
clique blows up a
Maybe after the
facility that it
was using, it goes
free medical clin
in and builds a
ic for the poor.
Th
is
is an especially
for Utopian Author
good tactic
ities. Ultimately
, The Authority is
the world an awfu
going to make
l, unlivable plac
e, but along the
temporary good. Ma
way it can do som
ybe it’s doing som
e
e whitewashing or
Maybe it’s acting
corporate P.R.
out of a genuine
sense of mission.
any less evil. In
Doesn’t make it
fact, the hypocrisy
is likely to make
with rage.
the YOs nutty
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Plot
techniques

There’re a few th
ings you can intr
oduce into the
game that can act
as hidden dynamos,
powering the
story forward. A
lot of times thin
gs will flow
just fine without
these techniques,
but using them
can really help go
ose things along.

The c
lock
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hi
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in th
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y
T
h
e
a
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somet
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t
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i
o
r
e
h
a
e
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is is pisode a p ppen can
revea
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a gre
l in
a
s
the K
ickof t thing to ive
f (p.
22).

The gun
Introduce somethi
ng really interesti
ng, tantalizing,
awful, or exciting
early on. Maybe som
ething like a gun
being held menaci
ngly by a guy name
d Anton Chekhov (or
small guy in an al
a
l-white suit, or
a big red button
suitcase, etc.).
in a
Take this interesti
ng element, and ju
st casually throw
into the world. Pr
it
etend like you do
n’t care about it
it doesn’t matter
or
, but make it real
ly yummy. You’ve
pay it off by the
got to
end, though, or yo
u’re wasting ever
time. Maybe there’s
yone’s
a bomb that’ll wi
pe out all brains
everywhere or a me
teor that hits of
f in the distance.
needn’t be — shoul
It
dn’t be — a major
focus, but it sho
be interesting en
uld
ough to get everyo
ne’s attention.

The box
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The secret
Secrets are super-fun, but I tend not to enjoy playing games
with a secret that’s held from the other people at the table.
The characters can all be clueless about it, but if the players
know that Janey’s best friend really works for the cannibal
clan, you can have lots of fun trusting her up until the point
when it’s revealed on-stage. This is particularly good with the
box. If you tell everyone you don’t know what’s in it, the group
can have a lot of fun jockeying to define it or being careful
not to reveal it.

The bad penny
When you see something early on, and it keeps getting brought
up, that makes whatever you’re seeing way more interesting and
“true.” This can be a theme, a thing, an animal, an Authority
Figure, a way of acting toward people, a joke, whatever. This
is especially good when someone else introduced something, and
you’re taking the time to respect and reincorporate that.

The plunge
the
a situation where you push
It’s really cool to set up
go back on. Getting
’t
can
y
the
t
tha
n
isio
clique to make a dec
m forever
thing that will change the
the YOs to commit to some
al, push
cab
et
secr
ve. “Out” their
gives the story a real dri
enemy in the
the
h
wit
side
to
ng
goi
them to decide if they’re
bad guys
t psychic implant that the
war, get them to accept tha
for
it
use
to
YOs can find a way
have been using so that the
swim.
to
how
out
ure
fig
n
the
and
good. Get them to jump in,

The discovery
A lot of times, the clique comes into the game already knowing
who The Authority is, the full depths of its depravity, and
exactly what it’s capable of. What if they don’t, though? What
if they start out not knowing it exists, or what it’s really
doing, or even trusting and loving it? Your first episode —
maybe your first several episodes — can focus on discovering
what’s going on. This is sort of a macro-level use of open
secrets, and it’s something I encourage you to consider.
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Drawing out
Struggles
Many times, Struggles (p.
41) happen moment-to-momen
t. You can
totally do a struggle tha
t takes place over a few
moments of ingame time. You could even
do one that lasts several
nanoseconds,
depending on the Exploits
(p. 6) and Systems of Contro
l (p. 5)
present in your series. How
ever, another technique tha
t might
not be as obvious is to hav
e a Struggle that plays out
over
hours, days, or even weeks
or months.
It’s pretty straightforwa
rd. Just have your response
to a given
roll (p. 45) occur a wee
k after what the YO does.
You might want
to warn the clique so the
y’re not caught off-guard
. You can even
tell them ahead of time abo
ut this option so if they
want to
play this way they can do
so, too.
This is a really cool tec
hnique to take control
of what’s happening during
the rolls and plays
especially well in later
episodes.
I tend to find that extend
ed Struggles happen in the
Dust
Settles scene (p. 34), or
in scenes where character
s are setting
up their masterstroke for
the Who Wins (p. 32) scen
e.

Metaplot
While each episode of Mis
spent Youth has a pretty
strong
internal structure, there
is no structure that carrie
s you
between episodes. There may
be someday, but not now. How
ever, I
can tell you some things
I’ve noticed in running seve
ral series
of the game.
In my experience, the fir
st episode is usually abo
ut either
finding out about The Aut
hority, or confronting it
directly for
the first time, or becomi
ng directly victimized by
it for the
first time.
By the time of the second
episode, the YOs have usua
lly dealt
with a local and immediate
threat, and find themselves
trying to
build something bigger tha
n themselves (rebellion mov
ements and
so on), or shooting for muc
h bigger targets than the
ones they
faced in the first episode
.
In my experience, once I
get to the third episode,
the clique spends most of
its time trying to utterl
y
destroy The Authority. Thi
s frequently involves
making permanent changes
to the culture, especially
if The Authority has a Sys
temic Visage (p. 3).
This is by no means a pro
scriptive list of how eac
h episode
should go. It is, rather,
a descriptive account of
what I’ve
seen. Email me if you see
different.
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dome

The Authority’s
back is broken!
Given the fact that the clique can convert The Authority’s Systems of
Control into Exploits (p. 36), it’s possible that all of its control
over the world — as represented by these Systems of Control — is gone
before any of the YOs has sold out (p. 51) her last Conviction.
At this point, it may no longer make sense to continue the series
unless you really want to. My personal preference tends to be to play
until someone’s sold out everything. But if you’d rather move on to
a new game or a sequel to the series you just played, I’ve got two
methods to suggest. One’s mean, one’s nice.
If the YOs beat The Authority this handily, giving them a straight up,
unsullied victory might be what works best for you and your friends.
Have each YO roll her Convictions, as per Aftermath system (p. 36),
to see who has a happy ending and who has a sad ending. It may be that
everyone gets a happy ending. Great!
On the other hand, if, as a group, you like darker and meaner stories,
the YO with the most sold-out Convictions becomes the one that must
have the bad ending called for by the Aftermath system.
As for which one to go with, and how to deliver it, I’d recommend
considering the preferences of the YOs, then making a decision based
on what you think they’d be into. You could also ask them directly but
for some players, asking would ruin shit.

Playing by
the rules
So this is a game. A game has rules. I worked a long time on getting
these rules right. I think they’re pretty close to right. I know they
work for me and a bunch of other people. There can be a tendency among
gamers — roleplayers in particular — to immediately ignore any rules
that seem like they won’t work instead of trying them out first. I
encourage you to play the game at least once or twice as written.
Maybe I’m right. Maybe what’s here works well. Maybe what seems weird
at first winds up clicking and totally making sense. Try it out.
But maybe I’m wrong. Maybe what works for me doesn’t work for you. I’m
just this guy, like you. Feel free to hack and fuck with the rules to
your heart’s content. I’d still recommend you try it the way I intended
it to start with, and if you hack away without trying it as written
first, the warranty is void.
Anyway, hacking is great. All game design starts out as hacking.
There’s a section on the Misspent Youth website (misspentyouthgame.
com) for hacks of the rules, both ones I came up with and ones other
people suggested.
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It’s every thing every where®
Our friendly scienticians
have discovered a miracle
substance full of nutrition
and tensile strength!
is in your: walls,
medical prostheses, nonlethal weaponry, and subversive literature!

GOOP IS NOT TO BE USED AS INFANT FORMULA. DO NOT
ALLOW GOOP TO COME IN CONTACT WITH MOISTURE.
,
ANSWER GOOPíS QUESTIONS HONESTLY ó THIS IS FOR
POSTERITY. DO NOT CONCENTRATE AND INHALE GOOP
TO INDUCE FEELINGS OF SELF-CONFIDENCE, CASUAL
HUMOR, A SEXUALLY ATTRACTIVE DEMEANOR, OR ANY
OF THE MANY POSITIVE ATTRIBUTES THAT GOOP
PRODUCES IN LABORATORY ANIMALS. KNOWN TO THE
STATE OF DISNEY TO CAUSE GENITAL WARTS. SHARING
OF GOOP IS A VIOLATION OF THESE TERMS OF USE.
GOOP IS A REGISTERED TRADEMARK OF THE EMERGENT
ENTITY THAT IS BOTH THE OWNER AND PRODUCT OF
GOOP, INC. DO NOT ALLOW GOOP TO DATE YOUR
DAUGHTER. USE OF GOOP FOR ANY PURPOSE OTHER
THAN THOSE INTENDED IS UNLAWFUL AND SUBJECT TO
PATENT #345,893,749,347,203,947,502,374, ì METHOD
FOR GENERATING PATENT INFRINGEMENT LAWSUITS
TOWARD THE USERS OF THE PRODUCT REGISTERED AS
PATENT #345,893,749,347,203,947,502,374î . DO NOT
SPEAK UNLESS GOOP SPEAKS TO YOU. USE OF GOOP
AS A CONTRACEPTIVE DEVICE HAS BEEN DEMONSTRATED TO CAUSE BIRTH DEFECTS. GOOP WILL NOT BE
RESPONSIBLE FOR REPLACING THE MILK EVEN IF IT WAS
THE ONE TO USE IT UP, THEN LEAVE THE EMPTY CARTON
IN THE FRIDGE, THEN BLAME YOUR ROOMMATE WHO
WASNíT EVEN IN TOWN THAT WEEKEND.
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Glossary

The Authority:

*

Authority Figures
(AFs): Expressions of The

*

Authority’s power tha
t are
introduced at the sta
rt of each
story. These could be
people,
animals, technologies
, forces,
and so on.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
*

*

Altruism: A free Means
conviction that’s abo
ut helping
others at your own exp
ense.

Arrogant: A sold
Motive conviction tha
t’s
about a poisonously
inflated self-opinion
.

Bad: A free Means conviction
that’s about breaking
rules and
being a badass.

*

Beat: An important turn
in the story that tell
s you
something you didn’t
know
before. A beat is eit
her a
catastrophe, a compli
cation, a
discovery, or a revers
al. Beats
are introduced in sce
ne two:
Fighting Back and sce
ne five:
We’re Fucked.

*

*

Believer: A sold
Opportunity convictio
n that’s
about how you now kin
da think
like The Authority bec
ause you
agree with it a little
bit, even
though you want to tak
e it down.
Casting: The part of
dystopia creation whe
re you
come up with character
concepts
for the YOs that should
be part
of the clique.

*

Ca

tastrophe: A beat where
something really awful
happens
that changes everythin
g.

*

Closed

conviction: A
Conviction where you
choose one
free/sold pair from a
list of
five choices.

Clique: The collective noun
for a group of YOs.

Cynical: A sold Motive
conviction that’s abo
ut how you
have an idealistic vie
w about
how the world should
be, but are
now embittered and cer
tain it
can’t come to pass.

Co

mplication: A beat
where something happens
that blocks or makes
really
difficult the path you
had
planned on taking.

*

The force that’s fuckin
g
up the YOs’ world.

*

Conv

ictions: The things
you use to fight and
take down
The Authority. Convic
tions are
core elements about you
r YO
and a roleplaying gui
deline.
Convictions can be free
(hopeful and idealisti
c) or sold
(cynical and darker).
They can
also be closed — this
means you
pick one free/sold pai
r from a
list of five choices —
or open
— you make something
up in a
short phrase.

Cool: A free Means conviction
that’s about how you’re
an
awesome chick or dude
who
everyone wants to be
like and
who people listen to.

Discovery: A beat
where you learn someth
ing
really big that you had
no idea about before.

Di

sorder: An open
conviction that is you
r
heroic fatal flaw tha
t you
use to beat The Author
ity
but that makes your lif
e
difficult. You can’t sell
it
out if you have any oth
er free
convictions, so it is
your
last shred of hope and
youth.

Efficient: A sold Means
conviction that’s abo
ut how
you’re still fast and
athletic
and quick-thinking, but
now it’s all got a col
d and
unfeeling patina to it.

Exchange: A unit of action
in a Struggle, which
is made
up of an Authority tur
n and a
clique turn. During an
exchange,
The Authority fucks wit
h the
clique, and one YO ste
ps up,
rolls, and acts agains
t it.

Ex

ploit: A fundamental
science fiction fact
about the
dystopia you’ve create
d that
is something the YOs
can take
advantage of to perman
ently
get rid of The Author
ity.
You have the opportuni
ty
to create a new Exploi
t at
the end of every story.
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*

Fast:

*

Free conviction:

A free Means
conviction that’s about
how you’re agile and
quick-witted and full of
n.
athletic, youthful abando

Objective:

This is
to
what The Authority wants
of
do to the YOs as a result
ve
cti
obje
The
le.
ugg
a Str
is a strategic goal rather
than a tactical plan, and
does not define how it’ll
come to pass.

*

A conviction that
is still hopeful and
innocent and unsullied
by The Authority’s
corrosive influence.

Open conviction:teA

*

conviction where you wri
a brief, colorful phrase.
They can be used to comment
s
on your closed conviction
your
t
tha
ngs
thi
or include
closed convictions didn’t
capture about your YO.

Helpless:

A sold
Opportunity conviction
that’s about seeing yourself
as a wretched thing, acted
upon and victimized.

*

Hope: What the YOs
try to achieve during a
Struggle. The hope is a
n
strategic goal rather tha
a tactical plan, and it does
not define how it’ll come

*

*

Opportunity:

*

Optimism:

A closed
s you
tell
t
tha
tion
vic
con
what you do or what it is
about you that makes The
Authority overlook you.
A free
Motive conviction that’s
about your hopeful vision
of a future world.

to pass.

Kickoff:

The first big
thing that happens that
jolts the YOs into action
in the story. This is
usually an attack on or by
The Authority.
* Looks: The part of
your YO’s surface where
you provide three phrases
,
describing your character
each no more than a couple
of words.

*
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*

Means:

*

M.O.:

A closed
conviction that is the
default mode you use to
attack The Authority.
An open conviction
that is your main shtick.
It’s your thing. It’s what
you are known for and are
about. It could be a really
significant part of your
personality, your role in
you
the clique, or something
.
know how to do really well

Orphan:

A free
Opportunity conviction
that’s about how you
don’t register as a full
person on The Authority’s
radar because you
don’t have a family.
ive
* Outrage: A free Mot
ut
abo
t’s
tha
tion
vic
con
how you’re powered by
righteous indignation.

*

Pedantic:

A sold Means
conviction that’s about you
being a jerk and correcting
h
everyone all the time wit
.
dge
wle
kno
ous
min
volu
your
ns
Mea
sold
Perverse: A
conviction that’s about
you being a twisted little
freak for no reason other
than compulsion.

*

*

*

Pretty:

A free
Opportunity conviction
that’s about The
Authority’s inability to
imagine that someone so
attractive could be bad.

*

Motive:

*

Need:

*

Pride:

*

Nihilistic:

*

Profligate:

A closed
conviction that is
the reason you fight
The Authority.
This is The
Authority’s motivation, as
well as indicating what
catastrophe will happen to
.
the world if the YOs lose
A sold
Motive conviction that’s
about how you’re now
suicidally reckless.

A free Motive
conviction that’s about how
your innate self-respect
leads you to buck The
Authority’s power.
A sold
tion
vic
con
y
nit
ortu
Opp
that’s about how you’re
e
spending money all the tim
lem
prob
ry
eve
e
solv
now to

*

*

*

*

and to feel alive and
special.

Who Wins: In this sce
ne, you
figure out whether The
Authority or the clique
wins the episode. Thi
s
scene determines whethe
r
an Exploit or a System
of
Control is authored at
the end.
Dust Settles: In this
scene, you have a
moment to reflect
on what’s happened,
repair friendships, and
deal with fallout.

Question, the:

The
dramatic through-line
of the
episode, created in res
ponse
to the beat in scene
two:
Fighting Back. This que
stion
may not be answered unt
il
scene six: Who Wins.

Rating: You pick a rating
system and a rating on
that
system as a guideline
for you
during play. This is use
ful
to you in respecting
one
another’s limits and
comfort
levels, but it can als
o be
guidance that tells you
you’re
not pushing hard enough
.

Redact: The act, by The
Authority, of taking
a black
marker to your Perman
ent
Record and permanently
eradicating the free
version
of a conviction you’ve
just
sold out.

Reversal: A beat where
things that were going
well
start to go bad, or vic
e versa.

*

*

*

Series: The ongoing game
you play. The collect
ion of
all the episodes that
come out
of your play.

Smart: A free Means
conviction that’s abo
ut
your supergeniusness.

Sneaky: A free Opportunity
conviction that’s abo
ut
you knowing how to get
around without being
seen
and covering any trace
of your presence in The
Authority’s records.

Rich: A free Opportunity
conviction that’s abo
ut you
being a rich kid who
* Sold convicti
can avoid
on:
The Authority’s attent
A conviction that you
ion by
’ve
using money and influe
chosen to twist into
nce.
a dark
and ugly reflection of
* Scenes: The uni
your
ts of the
youthful purity in ord
episode. A scene begins
er
with
to beat The Authority
someone offering The
.
Authority
some initializing det
*
St
ruggle: The diceails. A
scene ends when The Aut
mechanical part of the
hority
game.
stops it.
*
Sy
stem of Control: A
What’s Up: In this sce
ne, you
fundamental science fic
get to see the YOs and
tion
fact about the dystop
find out what happens
ia you’ve
created that is someth
that they need to rea
ing The
ct
Authority uses to con
to. This scene establ
trol and
ishes
tor
ture the YOs. Each epi
the Kickoff.
sode
is a new opportunity
for
Fighting Back: In thi
The
Aut
hority to impose yet
s scene,
the YOs react to the
another System of Con
trol on
Kickoff and start to
the lives of the YOs.
take
direct action against
* Thrills: A free
The Authority. This sce
Motive
ne
conviction that’s abo
establishes the first
ut
beat
jum
ping headlong into the
and the Question.
most-dangerous-possibl
e shit.
Heating Up: In this sce
ne,
*
To
ugh: A free Means
the YOs take in the fir
st
conviction that’s abo
beat and begin to ena
ut
ct
being a physically and
their plan for dealin
g
psychologically powerf
with The Authority.
ul and
resilient kid.
We Won: In this scene,
the
* Trendy: A sold
YOs have an apparent
Means
conviction that’s abo
victory that makes the
ut being
m
an
empty-headed follower
feel really good.
of
trends who can noneth
eless
We’re Fucked: In this
use your skills to pus
h people
scene, the YOs suffer
around socially.
a
tremendous setback whi
ch
* Trusted: A free
leaves them feeling lik
e
Opportunity convictio
all hope is lost. Thi
n that’s
s
about The Authority thi
scene establishes the
nking
you
are awesome and good.
second beat.
*
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The actions of
a given side during an
exchange of a Struggle.
Struggles are made up of
exchanges, which are each
made up of an Authority
turn and a clique turn.

Unctuous: A sold Motive
conviction that’s about
being a greasy suck-up who
for
is always on the lookout
ng
thi
some
get
can
you
how
out of helping people.

*

*

*

*
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is the only thing that
matters about you.
Vice: The underlying
sin that causes The
Authority to do the
awful things it does.

Turn:

*

*

*

Vicious:

*

Victim:

Untrustworthy:

A sold Opportunity
conviction that’s about
how you’re a compulsive
liar and manipulator.

Wrathful:

A sold
Motive conviction that’s
about being consumed
with unending spite
that gets unleashed
even on innocents.

Vain:

A sold Opportunity
conviction that’s about
feeling like your
physical appearance

*

*

A sold Means
conviction that’s about
y,
how you are a bloodthirst
n
whe
ker
fuc
cruel mother
someone messes with you.
Whatever The
Authority is destroying or
consuming in trying to get
what it wants.
Visage: The form thatch
The Authority takes, whi
tells you how you fight it.

Youthful Offenders
(YOs): The rebelliousout
little fuckers who are
to save the world.

Clique. See Dystopia: clique
Complication. See Episode: beats:
types

Index

Convictions. See Youthful
Offender (YO): Convictions

D

A

Discovery. See Episode: beats:
types

Activities surveilled.
See Sheets: Permanent Record:
activities surveilled

Disorder. See Youthful Offender
(YO): Convictions: open:
Disorder

Aftermath. See Episode: aftermath

Dust Settles scene. See Episode:
scenes: list of scenes: 7: Dust
Settles

The Authority
creation

3

bully brainstorming

2

Need

4

scale of The Authority

2

Vice

3

Dystopia
clique

7

casting

7

creation

5
6

Victim

3

Exploits

Visage

3

rating

5

1

Systems of Control (SoC)

5

themes revealed by

5

defined

Authority Figure (AF).
See Episode: setup: Authority
Figure (AF)

B
Beats. See Episode: beats

E
End of series

59

world

59

YO

59

Episode

C
Casting. See Dystopia: clique:
casting
Catastrophe. See Episode: beats:
types
Chapters
Acknowledgements

70

Death or Glory? Just Another
Story. See Episode
End of the line.
series

See

End of

Glossary

17

aftermath

36

beats

24

first

24

second

30

types

24

Catastrophe

24

Complication

24

Discovery

24

Reversal

24

defined

17

Kickoff

22

The Question

24
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The Greatest Enemy of Truth.
See The Authority: defined
How to Be a Bastard.
See Strategies
Introduction
Throwing Your Body Upon the
Gears. See Struggle

1

75

See Episode: setup:

friendship questions

H
Heating Up scene.
See Episode: scenes: list of
scenes: 3: Heating Up
Hope. See Struggle:
beginning: hope
scenes
list of scenes
1: What’s Up

22

2: Fighting Back

22

3: Heating Up

26

4: We Won

28

5: We’re Fucked

30

6: Who Wins

32

7: Dust Settles

34

setting the scene

20

first five seconds

20

series

17

setup
Authority Figure (AF)

17

friendship questions

18

Example friendship
questions

19

Exploits. See Dystopia:
Exploits

F
Fighting Back scene.
See Episode: scenes: list of
scenes: 2: Fighting Back
sode:
First five seconds. See Epi
ne:
sce
the
g
tin
set
:
nes
sce
first five seconds
Friendship questions.
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K
koff
Kickoff. See Episode: Kic
ets:
Known associates. See She
wn
kno
:
ord
Rec
Permanent
associates

L
er
Looks. See Youthful Offend
ks
Loo
e:
fac
(YO): The sur

M
er
Means. See Youthful Offend
:
(YO): Convictions: closed
Means
er
M.O.. See Youthful Offend
M.O.
n:
ope
ns:
tio
(YO): Convic
ender
Motive. See Youthful Off
:
sed
clo
ns:
tio
vic
(YO): Con
Motive

N
Need. See The Authority:
creation: Need

O
Objective. See Struggle:
beginning: objective
Opportunity. See Youthful
Offender (YO): Convictions:
closed: Opportunity

P

Authority turn
clique turn

Personality assessmen
t.
See Sheets: Permanent Rec
ord:
personality assessmen
t

standing up
future
Authority turn

Q

clique turn
second
Authority turn

The Question. See Epi
sode: The
Question

clique turn
turns

overview

R

rolling the dice

Rating. See Dystopia:
rating
Reversal. See Episod
e: beats:
types

Summaries of chapters
Systems of Control (So
C).
See Dystopia: Systems of
Control (SoC)

S

V

Selling out. See Strugg
le:
ending: winning: sellin
g out
Setting the scene. Se
e Episode:
scenes: setting the sce
ne
Sheets
Dystopia
activities surveilled
known associates

for The Authority

continuing a Struggle
ending
losing
winning
on your own
selling out
with someone else

exchange
defined
first

41
45

79

Vice. See The Author
ity:
creation: Vice
Victim. See The Author
ity:
creation: Victim

61
41

beginning

for YOs

47
44

13

Struggle

claiming numbers

46
46

13

Strategies

when to start

49
50

13

personality assessment

hope

45
49

3

Permanent Record

objective

44
44

42
42
42
45
45

47
50
50
50
51
50
44
44
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: creation: Visage
Visage. See The Authority

W

nes:
sode: scenes: list of sce
We’re Fucked scene. See Epi
5: We’re Fucked
: 4: We
e: scenes: list of scenes
We Won scene. See Episod
Won

: 1:
e: scenes: list of scenes
What’s Up scene. See Episod
What’s Up
: 6:
e: scenes: list of scenes
Who Wins scene. See Episod
Who Wins

Y
Youthful Offender (YO)
Convictions

11

Means

11

Motive
Opportunity

12

open

13

Disorder

13

M.O.

51

redacted

10

sold

1

defined

The surface
Looks

78

12
10

free

other stuff

10
11

closed

end of series.

9

See

End of series: YO

13
9
9

Summaries
Summary: The
Authority
*
*
*
*

Bully brainstorming (p. 2)
Name
Description
Vice (choose one) (p. 3)
Absolutism, Fear, Greed, Sadism, or Utopianism

*

Victim (choose one) (p. 3)
Freedom, History, Humanity, Nature, or Progress

*

Visage (choose one) (p. 3)
Corporate, Personal, Religious, State, or Systemic

*

Need: what does it want, what drives it,
what happens if it wins? (p. 4)

Summary:
Dystopia
*
*

Rating (p. 5)
Systems of Control (p. 5)
Sci-fi elements
Differences from the real world
Shows themes you’re interested in
One from each YO

*

Exploits (p. 6)
Sci-fi elements
Differences from the real world
Shows themes you’re interested
One, by The Authority

*

Clique (p. 7)
What holds you together?
Name (if desired)
Description

*

Casting (p. 7)
Two- to three-word character concepts
Twice the number of concepts are there are YO players
Choose at least one, combine two or more if you like
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Summary: YO
creation
*

The surface (p. 9)
Name
Sex
Age (12-17)

*

Looks (three descripti
ve features)
Convictions (p. 10)
Means (How do you fig
ht?) (p. 11)
Bad/Perverse

Cool/Trendy
Fast/Efficient
Smart/Pedantic
Tough/Vicious
Motive (Why do you sta
nd up?) (p. 11)
Altruism/Unctuous
Optimism/Cynical
Outrage/Wrathful
Pride/Arrogant
Thrills/Nihilistic
Opportunity (How do you
get away with it?) (p.
12)
Pretty/Vain
Orphan/Helpless
Rich/Profligate
Sneaky/Untrustworthy
Trusted/Believer
M.O. (What’s your specia
lty?) (p. 13)
Disorder (What’s your
heroic fatal flaw?) (p.
13)
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Summar
y: The
episod
e

Setup

* Eac
h
* Eac YO comes up
h YO c
omes u with an Aut
p with
ho
a frie rity Figure
ndship
(
questi p. 17)
on (p.

Scene
*
*

one: W
hat’s
The S
Up (p.
tory:
See th
and see
22)
e
cliqu
what

18)

e
Setti
c
ng th hanges in t , their worl
e sce
hat wo
d, the
what’s
n
ir fri
rld
e
i
:
n
Which
t
* Hav
endshi
AF or
e a St he first fi
ps,
friend
ve sec
ruggle
* Cre
ship q
onds?
ate an
uestio
d reco
n and
rd the
Author
Kickoff
ity cl
aims:
3 or 1
1

Scene
*

two: F
ightin
g

Back

The S
to
(p. 2 ry: The cli
(p. 22
4) is
introd que takes o
24)
)
n the
uced,
* Set
proble
and yo
ting
m
u
,
c
th
ome up
the s
what’
with t e first bea
ce
t
he Que
* Hav s in the fi ne: Which A
stion
r
e a St
F or f
(p.
ruggle st five sec
riends
onds?
hip qu
Author
estion
ity cl
aims:
and
3 or 1
1

Scene

three:

Heatin

g Up

* The
* Set Story: Ten
(p. 26
s
ting
the s ion mounts a
)
what’s
c
n
e
d
n
e: Whi
the st
in t
* Hav
akes g
ch AF
e a St he first fi
e
or fri
ve sec
ruggle
endshi t higher
onds?
Author
p ques
ity cl
tion a
aims:
nd
4 or 1
0

Scene
*

four:

We Wo
n

The S
(p. 28
to
for th ry: Looks
)
l
e
i
k
c
e
l
ique
* Set
everyt
ting
hing i
the s
s goin
what’
ce
g to g
o just
* Hav s in the fi ne: Which A
fine
rst fi
e a St
F or f
v
ruggle
riends
e seco
hip qu
nds?
Author
estion
ity cl
aims:
and
2 or 1
2
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(p. 30)
Scene five: We’re Fucked

the second
ers an awful setback, and
The Story: The clique suff
beat (p. 30) is introduced
stion and what’s in
Which AF or friendship que
* Setting the scene:
the first five seconds?
* Have a Struggle
Authority claims: 6 or 8

*

)
Scene six: Who Wins (p. 32

Question (p.
wins the episode, and the
The Story: We find out who
24) is answered
stion and what’s in
Which AF or friendship que
* Setting the scene:
the first five seconds?
* Have a Struggle
Authority claims: 5 or 9

*

(p. 34)
Scene seven: Dust Settles
episode
lection and setup of next
The Story: A moment of ref
and what’s in
n
stio
que
ship
end
AF or fri
Setting the scene: Which
the first five seconds?
* Have a Struggle
Authority claims: 2 or 12

*
*

Aftermath (p. 36)
or System of Control
Create or convert an Exploit

*

Summary: Fighting
The Authority
Struggles (p. 21)
*
*
*
*

Must have one per scene
per scene
May not have more than one
Authority
The
by
d
lare
dec
is
le
ugg
A Str
le when
ugg
Str
a
for
s
The Authority call
sting
most dramatically intere

42)
Objective and hope (p.
*
*
*

e room to see
wide ends, not means, leav
Objectives and hopes are
how it happens
ctive
The Authority declares obje
hope
s
lare
The clique dec

First exchange (p. 44)
*
*
*

t (p. 86)
Set out the Struggle shee
it
on
e
Put two 6-sided dic
six
kers and The Authority has
Each YO has five unique mar

Authority turn
doing to push toward his
The Authority says what he’s
objective
gonna stand up?”
The Authority asks, “Who’s

*
*

Clique turn
s to go
dice or say he’s going get
* The first YO to grab the
do
re going to
* Do not say what you’
e and add them
* Roll the two 6-sided dic
tion
vic
con
your
k
* Pic
re using
* Say what conviction you’
g
* Describe what you’re doin
Struggle
ing a marker on it on the
putt
by
ber
num
* Claim your
sheet
t to the conviction you used
* Write your number nex
s taking the blow
ate
narr
ty
* The Authori

)
Second exchange (p. 46
Authority turn
doing
The Authority says what he’s
uggle
putting a token on the Str
The Authority claims 7 by
roll
st
fir
the
in
it
rolled
sheet on 7 unless the YOs
to him
of two numbers available
The Authority claims one
based on what scene it is:
11
Scene one, What’s Up: 3 or
or 11
3
k:
Scene two, Fighting Bac
4 or 10
Scene three: Heating Up:
12
Scene four: We Won: 2 or

*
*
*

*
*

6 or 8
Scene five: We’re Fucked:
9
Scene six: Who Wins: 5 or
2 or 12
Scene seven: Dust Settles:
of the
has fewer claims on its side
He claims the number that
he
,
side
its
on
ms
clai
has more
line, and if neither number
ts
claims whichever he wan
gonna stand up?”
The Authority asks, “Who’s

83

Clique turn
*
*
*
*

The first YO to grab
the dice or say he’s goi
ng gets to go
Do not say what you’re
going to do
Roll
At this point you can
win, lose, or the Strugg
le can move forward
another step

Moving forward (p. 47
)
*

*

If the YOs roll a num
ber no one claimed, the
Struggle moves forwar
Pick a conviction you
d
haven’t used yet this
Struggle
Say what conviction you
’re using
Describe what you’re
doing
Claim your number by
putting a marker on it
on the Struggle sheet
Write your number nex
t to the conviction you
used
The Authority narrates
taking the blow
Move on to “Future exc
hanges,” below

Winning
*

You win by hitting a
number claimed by the
clique
Hitting your own convic
tion (p. 50): narrate
winning the YOs’ hope
with the conviction on
that number
Hitting YO’s convictio
n (p. 50): narrate you
r winning the YOs’ hop
through that other cha
e
racter's conviction
Clear tokens off the
Struggle sheet

Losing (p. 50)
*

*

You lose if you hit an
Authority number
The Authority describes
how you are the cause
of failure of
you hope and the winnin
g of his objective, usi
ng your sold
convictions and Disord
er for inspiration
Clear tokens off the
Struggle sheet
You can instead win by
selling out

Winning by selling out
(p. 51)
*

If you hit an Authority
number, you can sell
out
Say you’re selling out
Only you can sell out
: no one can do it in
your place and no one
can tell you that can
’t
Pick a conviction tha
t’s free and that you
haven’t used in this Str
uggle
Tell everyone what con
viction you’re sellin
g out (can’t pick
Disorder unless everyt
hing else is sold)
Narrate winning your
hope with the sold ver
sion of the convictio
n
The Authority redacts
it and if it’s open, the
YO who’s selling out
writes in a new versio
n
Clear tokens off the
Struggle sheet
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Future exchanges (p.

49)
Authority turn
*
*

hority
in the last roll, The Aut
If the Struggle didn’t end
says what he’s doing
h the
worst available number wit
The Authority claims the
line
the
of
side
fewest claims on that

Clique turn
*
*

roll, until
Continues as in the second
lost
or
won
is
le
ugg
the Str
le sheet
Clear tokens off the Strugg

Summary: End of
the line
World (p. 59)
*
*
*
*

Count Systems of Contro
l (p. 5)
Count Exploits (p. 6)
If there are more Exp
loits, the YOs win and
will narrate (later)
If there are fewer Exp
loits, or if the number
of
Systems of Control equ
als the number of Exp
loits,
The Authority wins and
will narrate (later)

YO
* Roll a die for eac
h free conviction (p.
10) and sum them
* Roll a die for eac
h sold conviction (p.
10) and sum them
* Happy ending if free
sum >= sold sum
* Sad ending if sold
sum > free sum
* One happy ending can
swap with one sad end
ing
* Only one swap per
series
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